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Steaming, baking, cooking, microwaves

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

Hobs

Coffee

! Hot air

" Hot air humid

# Hot air with steaming

$ PizzaPlus

% Top/bottom heat

& Top/bottom heat humid

' Top heat

( Bottom heat

) Grill

* Grill/forced convection

+ Steam

, Steam 40°C/defrost

- Steam 80°C

. Steam 90°C

/ Steam 100°C

1 Microwave

2 AutomaticPlus

3 CombiCrunch

4 Top/bottom heat combi mode

5 Hot air combi mode

6 PizzaPlus combi mode

7 Grill combi mode

8 Hot air with steaming combi mode

9 Steam combi mode

: Grill/forced convection combi mode

; Top/bottom heat humid combi mode

< Bottom heat combi mode

= Hot air humid combi mode

> Regeneration combi mode

? Regeneration/reheating

@ PowerRegeneration

A PowerSteam

B GourmetGuide

C Professional baking

D BakeOmatic

E Soft roasting

F
Automatic regeneration/
automatic reheat

G Recipes

H My recipes

I EasyCook

J Favourites

K Fast heating

L Switch to summer time

M Pyrolytic self-cleaning

N Inverter technology

Operating time with cut-off function

PowerPlus on all cooking zones

PowerTronic

Acoustic timer

Gentle direct selection buttons

Slider control

Pause button

9 power levels

Keep-warm level

Automatic boost

Wipe protection

Bridging function

Perfect for meat

Simmer function

Perfect for vegetables

Perfect for fish

Melting function

Pan base detection (10–22 cm)

External operation

Safety package

Cooking Control

Rice Control

Temperature Control

80 Approximate width

Button tone settings (on/off)

OStrength of coffee

PCup size

Q1 cup

R2 cups

SHot water

TCappuccino

U Latte macchiato

VCaffè latte

Collection
Inspirational solutions that make
your housework easier.



Washing up

Ventilation

Cooling

Tumble dryers

Washing machines

General Front design

1–8 kg Capacity

20–95 Whites/coloureds 20°C–95°C

Sprint 40°C/60°C

Woollens 30°C

Hand wash 20°C

Cold wash 20°C

WetClean

Favourites

Fabric types

Anti-mite

Eco

Easy iron

Degree of soiling/Anti-mite

Extra programmes

Extra programmes

Gentle

Pre-wash

Steam anti-crease

Delayed start

Temperature setting/energy saving

MAX
1600 Spin speed/stop after rinsing

AquaPlus

Turbidity sensor

Fast forward/End of programme

Door opener/pause

Plain text display/languages

Appliance hygiene

1–7 kg Capacity

Extra dry

Normal dry

Iron dry for delicate fabrics

Iron dry

Damp

Woollens

Favourites

Fabric types

Crease-guard

Timed drying/airing

Delayed start

Extra gentle

Door opener

ReversePlus

WetClean

Crease-guard programme

Ventilation

Gentle

End of programme

Plain text display/languages

SilentPlus

Sprint

Eco

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

440m3/h Air flow delivery in m3/hour

3 Number of halogen lights

3 Number of halogen spots

3 Number of LED lamps

Gentle controls

Ø
150mm

Exhaust air connection: Ø … mm with
integrated non-return flap valve

Extraction

Recirculation

Dimmable light

Optional remote control

Remarkably quiet

Grease filter cleaning indicator

Charcoal filter saturation indicator

Intensive level

Automatic after-running

Edge extraction

Wipe protection

b Black design i Fully integrated

g Black glass TouchClean

s Stainless steel

Automatic

SteamFinish

Daily Quick

Daily

Quick wash/glass care

Quick wash

Sprint

Glass care

Intensive

Fondue/raclette

Hygiene

Pre-wash

Eco

Part load

Function light

Energy saving

Childproof lock

24 hour delayed start

Optimised for tabs

ergoPlus cutlery drawer

Limescale sensor

Turbidity sensor

Rinse agent dosage

Water hardness control

Automatic door opener

Water consumption: 5 litres

4 Interior lighting, number of LED lamps

14
Number of standard place settings

Separate temperature control

Digital display

Gentle controls (TouchControl)

6 Number of LED lamps

SoftClose

NoFrost technology

HygienePlus

! After-sales consultancy

" Remarkably quiet

# Languages
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Workers at the shipping unit, 1913

V-ZUG LTD

V-ZUG – SWISS-MADE
PREMIUM HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES SINCE 1913

As constant as the flawless beauty of the Swiss mountains,
V-ZUG has been a leading independent Swiss brand
since it was founded in 1913. The company is now run
by its fifth generation. Since its foundation, it has been
developing and producing premium appliances for the
kitchen and laundry room with the precision of a Swiss
watch. The basic philosophy has not changed. Stylish,
individually tailored solutions which make housekeeping
easier. Our past is the basis for the future: household
appliances from V-ZUG have no expiration date – we
design and manufacture them to last a lifetime.

Dear Customers

Top quality, high functionality and irresistible elegance in
the manufacturing of products, matched by our excellent
service, are part not only of our 100-year tradition but
also of the commitment that we demonstrate on a daily
basis. Our aspiration is to be regarded as the “leader in
kitchen and laundry appliances”. That is why we continually
come up with increasingly economical and user-friendly
products – revolutionary V-ZUG innovations that repeatedly
set new standards worldwide.

V-ZUG is an internationally recognised premium brand.
As the long-standing Swiss market leader, we have already
earned the trust of millions of customers. We are especially
proud of the enthusiastic response we have received from
top chefs, who also recommend our products.

We promise you that our V-ZUG household products will
not only win you over, but also delight you.

Dirk Hoffmann
CEO of V-ZUG Ltd
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V-ZUG LTD

COMMITTED TO YOU
SINCE 1913 – WITH
INNOVATION AND
SWISS QUALITY

THE ONLY MANUFACTURER
WHICH DEVELOPS
AND PRODUCES A
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
IN SWITZERLAND

In Zug, in the heart of Switzerland, V-ZUG Ltd develops,
produces and distributes high-precision household appli-
ances for the kitchen and laundry room using manufacturing
systems in the vanguard of modern technology. Over
4.5 million devices are in use in Switzerland, improving
quality of life when it comes to cooking, roasting, baking,
washing-up, washing and drying.

With nearly 62,000 square metres at the Zug workshop
and another site in Arbon on Lake Constance, more than
1400 employees use their knowledge and skills to serve
our demanding clientele in Switzerland and around the
world. V-ZUG Ltd is the only manufacturer to develop
and produce a comprehensive range of appliances in
Switzerland.

A committed Swiss company with real vision

V-ZUG Ltd believes in Switzerland as an economic centre and invests in

a modern infrastructure in Zug every year. For V-ZUG, part of its commit-

ment as a company involves creating and preserving jobs. Continuous

training and professional development are also very close to our hearts.

This, too, is an investment into the future.

Where once milk churns were galvanised, more than 1400 people from
24 countries – including over 60 trainees in 9 different trades – work at
the Zug site today, producing household appliances of the highest quality.

We not only have a tradition of premium Swiss quality, we also have a

commitment to progress. V-ZUG Ltd’s inventions and innovations set new

global standards in the fields of health, hygiene and resource preservation

and in terms of the simplification and individualisation of housekeeping.

Quality is key in all areas at V-ZUG, from the selection of materials through

functional aesthetics to advice and service.
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V-ZUG LTD

Our state-of-the-art ZUGgate logistics centre has the largest private
photovoltaic system in the canton of Zug, making it self-sufficient in terms
of energy.V-ZUG IS ALSO ONE STEP

AHEAD WHEN IT COMES
TO ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

As a company which aims to offer its customers the very
best in every way, we understand that innovation and
quality also go hand in hand with protecting the environment.
Our awareness of our responsibility and our technological
expertise make us the pioneers in the industry when it
comes to ecology. This is confirmed not only by our
resource-friendly production systems and our energy-saving
appliances, but also by the ISO 14001 certification and
our state-of-the-art ZUGgate logistics centre, which is self-
sufficient in terms of energy thanks to the largest private
photovoltaic system in the canton of Zug.
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V-ZUG LTD

Most innovative brand in the

household appliance sector in 2014

In 2014, V-ZUG wins the prestigious Plus X Award, the

innovation price for technology, sport and lifestyle products.

The independent international jury recognises V-ZUG as

the world’s most innovative supplier in the household

appliance sector.

UNIQUE WORLDWIDE –
TWO REPRESENTATIVE
AREAS OF V-ZUG EXPERTISE

The REFRESH-BUTLER fabric care system is also equipped with state-

of-the-art heat-pump technology and features not only very low energy

consumption but also impressive care programmes.

Thanks to our sense of responsibility and our technological expertise, we

are the trailblazers in the field of ecology in our industry.

Expertise in steam technology

Since as far back as 2001, V-ZUG has marketed integrated steamer

and Combi-Steamer appliances for private households. And it has been

enormously successful. Our expertise in steam technology has constantly

been developed and the company’s leading market position further

consolidated.

With the launch of the Combi-Steam MSLQ in 2015, the first appliance

in the world to combine conventional, steam and microwave heating,

the consumer is given virtually unlimited possibilities. Cooking has never

been so quick and gentle. The innovation leadership of V-ZUG has once

again been impressively confirmed.

However, it is not only in the area of cooking that V-ZUG has demonstrated

its leading expertise in steam technology. Since 2004, steam has also

been used to treat the laundry in our washing machines (world-exclusive

Steam anti-crease), which makes ironing all but unnecessary. And then

there is the innovative appliance hygiene programme which cleans

extremely thoroughly: hot steam ensures hygienic cleanliness in the

entire washing machine.

Equipped with the world-exclusive SteamFinish, which was introduced in

2012, the Adora dishwasher cleans glasses, cutlery and plates with pure

steam, ensuring measurable, spot-free cleanliness and sparkling shine.

In the new fabric care system, REFRESH-BUTLER, steam is also an

important component of the Anti-Crease, refresh and sanitise programmes

in combination with the world-exclusive photocatalysis.

Expertise in conserving resources

In 2001, V-ZUG was the first supplier in the world to offer a laundry

dryer incorporating innovative heat-pump technology, and today is still

setting new standards in the sparing use of resources in this and other

appliance segments.

V-ZUG remains the first and only supplier to also offer washing machines

and dishwashers with heat-pump technology. It enables impressive

energy savings of roughly 50% compared with conventional technology.
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V-ZUG LTD

V-ZUG INNOVATIONS
SET NEW STANDARDS –
WORLDWIDE

2001: Fondue/raclette programme

The Fondue/raclette programme allows you to get all your fondue and

raclette equipment and oven dishes clean without pre-soaking.

2004: Steam anti-crease

The Steam Anti-Crease programme makes ironing all but unnecessary.

2004: Anti-mite

The anti-mite programme lets allergy sufferers breathe easier.

2005: V-ZUG-Home

Household appliances which are networked using V-ZUG-Home are

perfect for use in networked houses.

2007: GourmetSteam

The GourmetSteam programme helps you prepare star chef recipes at

the touch of a button.

2007: MinairComfo

The MinairComfo is the first and only range hood to be connected to a

comfort ventilation system.

2008: Vibration Absorbing System

The Vibration Absorbing System (VAS) featured in the Adora and Uni-

matic washing machines minimises noise and makes them particularly

suitable for installation at above ground floor level.

2009: BakeOmatic

The BakeOmatic programme adjusts the baking climate, the temperature

and the timing completely automatically depending on the food placed

in the cooking space.

2012: Easy cooking

The induction hob with a fully automated rice cooking function.

2013: REFRESH-BUTLER

A revolution in fabric care: gently refreshes clothing with world-exclusive

photocatalysis to remove creases from wear.

2013: washing machine with heat-pump technology

The world’s first washing machine with a heat pump sets new standards

in terms of energy efficiency. Electricity consumption is reduced by

around 55 %.

2014: dishwasher with heat-pump technology

The world’s first dishwasher with a heat pump reduces electricity consump-

tion by nearly 40 % compared to conventional dishwashers.

2015: Combi-Steam MSLQ with unlimited options

The Combi-Steam MSLQ is the world’s first appliance to combine three

heating methods in one: conventional, steam and microwave. Cooking

has never been so quick and gentle.

SIMPLICITY IS THE
RESULT OF CAREFUL
CONSIDERATIONS

V-ZUG appliances make life simpler and are the expres-
sion of a personal lifestyle. This is easy to say, but is the
result of a creative, critical and uncompromising process
to which V-ZUG is committed: innovation. With Swiss
engineering and a sure feeling for trends, our developers
are able to anticipate requirements and perfect existing
appliances – with a real focus on simplicity, sustainability
and individuality. The result: innovations for the whole
world which are now part of everyday life in Swiss
households.
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V-ZUG LTD

Our kitchen aids are really designed for private
households. However, top professional chefs also rely on
the quality and options offered by V-ZUG appliances – in
both restaurants and the catering industry. If anybody is
going to put our kitchen appliances to the test, it is them.

These professional chefs are sharing their expertise and their exemplary

taste with the customers of V-ZUG Ltd: the Lifestyle by V-ZUG online

portal is all about stylish cuisine and culinary delicacies. Have a look

behind the scenes at the best restaurants in Switzerland, get to know

top-flight cuisine a little better and discover exclusive recipes which are

guaranteed to succeed using V-ZUG appliances. Lifestyle by V-ZUG is

the inspiration, the perfect seasoning for your everyday cooking.

vzug.com/lifestyle

LIFESTYLE BY V-ZUG –
“SALT AND PEPPER”
FOR YOUR CUISINE

Andreas Caminada

Schloss Schauenstein, Fürstenau,

youngest chef of all time to be awarded

19 GaultMillau points, 3 Michelin stars,

was named GaultMillau Chef of the Year

twice

Nenad Mlinarevic

Restaurant focus, Park Hotel Vitznau,

17 GaultMillau points, 2 Michelin stars,

Discovery of the Year 2011

Stefan Meier

Gasthaus Rathauskeller, Zug,

15 GaultMillau points, author of various

recipe books and publications

Benoît Violier

Hôtel de Ville, Crissier,

Meilleur Ouvrier (best craftsman) 2000 in

France, 19 GaultMillau points, 3 Michelin

stars, Chef of the Year 2013

Tanja Grandits

Restaurant Stucki, Basel,

18 GaultMillau points, 2 Michelin stars, Chef

of the Year 2006, Most Improved Chef of the

Year 2010, Chef of the Year 2014
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Products Service Lifestyle Retailer V-ZUG Ltd

Search 0 2 Share Account English
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Immerse yourself in the
world of V-ZUG

Search

Discover »
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of V-ZUG

Search
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Immerse yourself
in the world of
V-ZUG

Search

V-ZUG LTD

V-ZUG ALWAYS AT HAND –
WELCOME TO OUR
ONLINE WORLD

Use our website vzug.com as a source of inspiration or
reference, or to contact us. Our online world contains all
the information and technical specifications for your
appliances, as well as all sorts of exciting new recipes
and online cookery tips. The whole world of V-ZUG
always at hand – around the clock, around the world.
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STEAMERS
THE NEW RANGE OF APPLIANCES

THE NEW RANGE OF
APPLIANCES FROM V-ZUG
INSPIRES AND ENTHUSES WITH
PERFECT DESIGN
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STEAMERS
THE NEW RANGE OF APPLIANCES

Small appliances – 38 cm range

The small appliances in this range are 38 cm

high and 60 cm wide, making them an ideal

add-on to a standard oven. The Combi-

Steam HSL, Steam HSE, Combair HSE oven,

Coffee Centres and microwave ovens are

available in this size.

Compact class – 45 cm range

The popular appliances with a height of 45 cm

and a width of 60 cm have all the important

functionality and can be combined in a variety

of ways. Available in this size are ovens, ovens

with pyrolytic cleaning, Combi-Steamers, Cof-

fee Centres and microwave ovens.

Standard size

The dimensions of ovens and steamers are

60 × 60 cm. Appliances in standard size can

be used as stand-alone devices or as add-on

units for compact or mini ovens.

DESIGN IS AESTHETICS
AND FUNCTION

The simple, clear lines and the focus on what is essential
give the new generation of ovens, steamers, microwaves
and Coffee Centres real elegance. They blend in perfectly
in any kitchen.

Combair XSL Combi-Steam HSLCombi-Steam MSLQ

Full-colour graphic display (with or without touch screen)

The top comfort models all feature the new TFT graphic display with

background images in colour. The SLQ range even has direct touch-

screen controls which take you where you need to go with a simple

“Press and go”.

CONVENIENT OPERATION

Quick and direct to operate with adjusting knob

The new generation of premium-design V-ZUG appliances can be

controlled quickly and precisely using an adjusting knob. The new practical

full-colour graphic display shows all the settings at a glance. To the right

of the adjusting knob are all the important basic operating modes which

can be selected directly using sensor buttons.

Graphic display

The LCD shows text and symbols to indicate the settings you selected

using the adjusting knob and keeps you up to date in your language

of choice.

NEW: APPLIANCES WITH
RETRACTABLE HANDLE

This range from V-ZUG incorporates a real design highlight
for all those who want things a touch simpler and more
elegant.

When the appliance is switched off, the handle is not visible. Only when

the appliance is turned on does the handle move into position, as if by

magic. The appliance can then be opened and closed as normal. As

soon as the appliance switches off, the handle moves back to its original

retracted position until it is next needed.
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STEAMERS
THE NEW RANGE OF APPLIANCES

INDIVIDUAL BUTTON
CONTROLS

The new V-ZUG user guide offers individual solutions to
help you choose the right settings quickly and easily.
Whether you are a top chef or a home cook: you will find
the setting you want quickly and reliably thanks to the
direct access.

!
Operating modes – the perfect settings for

personalised cooking

V-ZUG provides the perfect operating mode for every requirement. And

if you are in a hurry, the fast heating function can be selected too in some

operating modes.

#
GourmetGuide – simple preparation thanks to

automatic programmes

A range of intelligent programmes with unique settings such as

GourmetSteam, automatic soft roasting (patented), BakeOmatic and

professional baking allows you to achieve perfect results, with success

guaranteed.

$
EasyCook – tips on settings with suggestions for the

right operating mode

With over 100 helpful factory settings for individual foods, you can

achieve optimum results at the touch of a button.

Sensor buttons

The new design fulfils even the most exacting demands. To the right of

the central adjusting knob are all the important settings which can be

selected directly. Just the touch of a button takes you to the various areas

for individual selection of operating modes, to GourmetGuide and to

EasyCook, or simply to a function such as the water-tank ejection system

in the Combi-Steamers.

%
Favourites

You have the option of saving up to 24 favourites alongside

the recipes which are already saved. For example, you can save your

favourite recipes from grandmother’s recipe book or other recipes you

often use on the device and give them a name. These are then available

to use or amend at any time at the touch of a button.
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Do you sometimes wish you could switch on turbo mode
when you are cooking and baking? This is possible for
the first time with the Combi-Steam MSLQ from V-ZUG.
It combines conventional heat and steam with a PowerPlus
function (microwave). And this can do much more than
heat food: like a booster, it accelerates all cooking

processes by around one-third. The three heating modes
can be combined any way you wish. For example, steam
makes a loaf of bread light and crusty, conventional heat
gives it the golden brown colour, and the microwave
means it is ready much quicker. Perfect for healthy eating!

Combi-Steamers
and Steamers
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STEAMERS
COMBI-STEAMERS

The Combi-Steam is ideal for cooking in vacuum bags.

Haute Goûture,
the exclusive magazine about
Vacuisine.

Recipes from top chefs are already programmed into the
Combi-Steam MSLQ, XSL, HSL and Combair-Steam SL.
Simply select one, press the relevant button, and your
appliance becomes a maître de cuisine. This guarantees
success for even the most ambitious recipes.

Whether you are cooking something for a weekday
evening, conjuring up gourmet meals for your guests or
baking fragrant cakes for celebratory occasions, the new
recipe books will help you to create delicious dishes
quickly and with very little effort.

GOURMETSTEAM:
GOURMET MEALS AT THE
TOUCH OF A BUTTON

vzug.com

Detailed information about
Vacuisine and an array
of recipes from top-flight
chefs can be found at
vzug.com/lifestyle

Vacuum cooking (also known as sous-vide) is the process
of cooking food in vacuum-sealed bags. This technique
is employed in the world’s best restaurants as it creates a
unique combination of flavours, textures, freshness and
appearance.

EXCLUSIVE VACUISINE®

BY V-ZUG – GOURMET
CUISINE BELOW 100°C
FOR CULINARY DELIGHTS
AT HOME

Fast steaming
This recipe book contains 65 refreshing
recipes for the Combi-Steam MSLQ.

Magical steaming
This book comprises 83 charming recipes for
flavoursome food and comes with all
SL models. It is also available for activation
on SE models.

Baking treats
A total of 39 delicious recipes for every
occasion await you, collected in a beautiful
book. The recipes are available for activation
on CSSE, CSSL and CSTMSLQ models.

THE NEW RECIPE BOOKS

Note: the English version of the basic recipe book is already included with the SL range of appliances.
This recipe book is available in 11 languages at www.vzug.com/books
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STEAMERS
COMBI-STEAMERS

COMBI-STEAMERS:
FOR A WORLD OF FLAVOURS

GOURMET CUISINE

below 100°C

GOURMET CUISINE

above 100°C

BEAUTIFULLY TENDER MEAT

& 
Vacuisine

' 
GourmetSteam

( 
Soft roasting  

seared meat ) 
Soft roasting  

with steam

Be
ne

fit
s Vacuum cooking

A unique combination of 

flavours, quality, freshness 

and appearance. You can 

now use the sophisticated 

cooking technique used by 

the world’s best chefs simply 

at home with the Combi-

Steam, and with the help of 

the expertise and experience 

of the top chefs, who also 

give tips and tricks.

Exclusive meals

Cook like a top chef at 

home. The GourmetSteam 

programme gives you access 

to numerous exclusive gourmet 

meals which are guaranteed 

to succeed.

Tender meat

The meat is ready to serve 

exactly when you want, 

regardless of the shape, 

thickness or quantity.

Tender meat

A perfectly roasted cut of 

meat, ready to serve exactly 

when you want, regardless 

of the shape, thickness or 

quantity.

Fu
nc

tio
n Vacuum cooking is the slow 

cooking of food in vacuum-

sealed bags at low, precisely 

controlled temperatures in the 

Combi-Steam.

The Combi-Steam gives 

access to a database of 

gourmet recipes from top 

chefs.

This patented innovation 

monitors the internal 

temperature of the meat using 

a probe and automatically 

adjusts the cooking 

temperature accordingly 

during the cooking time of 2.5 

to 4.5 hours.

This patented innovation 

monitors the internal 

temperature of the meat using 

a probe and automatically 

adjusts the steamer 

temperature accordingly 

during the cooking time of 

1.5 to 2.5 hours.

U
se  The extremely precise 

temperature setting is perfect 

for cooking at below 100°C.

Gourmet meals can be 

accessed at the touch of a 

button. All the recipes are 

collected in a recipe book. 

An extended recipe book is 

available separately.

After it has been seared, the 

meat is constantly monitored 

in the steamer while it is slowly 

cooked.

A perfectly roasted cut of 

meat is constantly monitored 

in the steamer while it is 

slowly steam-cooked before 

being seared. 

BAKING QUICK AND FRESH EVERYDAY COOKING

* 
Professional baking

+ 
Regeneration

, 
Automatic 

regeneration - 
BakeOmatic

Baked goods

Perfect for baked goods with 

yeast and puff pastry.  

Bread and rolls rise beautifully 

and have a tasty-looking shiny 

crust. They are light on the inside 

and crusty on the outside and 

stay fresh longer. Having your 

own bakery is this easy.

Convenience and 

regeneration

Ideal for families eating at 

different times or for heating up.

Regeneration

For the first time, meals can 

be reheated and prepared 

completely automatically, 

with the result that they are just  

as crispy as if they had been 

freshly prepared.

Cooking without a recipe

The BakeOmatic always 

produces excellent results 

quickly, simply and reliably.

Be
ne

fit
s

The professional baking mode is 

a combination of steam and hot 

air for four applications:

 ■ Bread
 ■ Plaited bread
 ■ Puff pastry
 ■ Proofing yeast dough

The programme for prepared 

meals and convenience food.

The automatic programme 

for prepared meals and 

convenience products, especially 

baked goods (flans, quiches, 

pizza, aperitif nibbles, etc.)

The programme for spontaneous 

cooking without a recipe. The 

steamer automatically detects 

the size and quantity of the 

food.

Fu
nc

tio
n

The professional baking mode 

can easy be selected at the 

touch of a button. The steam and 

hot air periods are controlled 

automatically.

Several dishes can be warmed 

at the same time without losing 

quality or moisture.

Several dishes can be warmed 

at the same time without losing 

quality or moisture.

Very convenient: no manual 

entry of times, temperatures, 

operating modes or quantities is 

required.

U
se
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STEAMERS 
COMBI-STEAMERS

. 
PowerSteam

V-ZUG has known all about gentle cooking with steam for many 

years. Now, the new Combi-Steam MSLQ with its innovative PowerSteam 

mode allows vegetables, for example, to be cooked around 30% faster 

than before and just as gently as ever.

/ 
PowerRegeneration

Heating with steam and hot air is the perfect combination for 

reheating precooked dishes so they taste like they have been freshly 

prepared. With the new PowerRegeneration mode, this process is ac-

celerated but still as gentle as before.

V-ZUG is the first manufacturer to successfully combine three 
heating methods – conventional, steam and microwave – in 
a single appliance: the new Combi-Steam MSLQ.

The unique combination of all heating methods

Brilliant cooking has never been so quick: with three practical functions 

in one appliance, gentle cooking of gourmet and precooked meals is 

now easier than ever.

Statement of the Weihenstephan-Triesdorf University of 

Applied Sciences:

“The Combi-Steam MSLQ allows quick and gentle cooking with 

PowerSteam and fast reheating with PowerRegeneration. PowerSteam 

reduces cooking times for selected vegetables by around 25% to 30% 

compared to cooking with steam. This allows 30% better preservation 

of minerals and vitamin C than conventional cooking.”

0 
PowerPlus

With the help of PowerPlus, any operating mode can be com-

bined with microwave mode to produce a power mode. All you need 

to do is select a suitable PowerPlus level to start – and the quick, gentle, 

controlled cooking experience can begin. Depending on the setting, 

PowerPlus can reduce cooking times by approximately 30% to 75% 

compared to conventional cooking.   

Recipe

 

Cooking time, 

conventional 

(approx.)

Cooking time, 

combi mode 

(approx.)

Time saved

  

(approx.)

Quick cake 40 min. 10 min. 75%

Quick lasagne 40 min. 25 min. 37%

Source: V-ZUG Ltd

WORLD-EXCLUSIVE 
COMBI-STEAM MSLQ –
HEALTHY STEAMING, 
NOW EVEN QUICKER

THE EXCLUSIVE POWER 
FUNCTIONS ON THE NEW 
COMBI-STEAM MSLQ

Operating mode/function Benefits
1 Steam

Gentle, no-pressure steaming of vegetables

Very gentle steaming of different foods, even when they are placed on different 

levels. For preparing all kinds of vegetables, swelling rice and grains or poaching 

ham, smoked pork loin or sausages.

2 Conventional heat

For example, top/bottom heat, hot air or grill

The traditional operating mode for baking cakes or bread or cooking roasts and 

drying.

3 Microwave

Heating or reheating liquids

Traditional heating of food or quick, simple heating of liquids in a container.  

Slow, gentle defrosting is also possible thanks to inverter technology.

4 Combination steam/microwave

For example, PowerSteam

The food is cooked not only with steam, but also using microwaves to reduce cooking 

times by around one-third.

5 Combination steam/conventional

For example, hot air with steaming

The ideal setting for puff and yeast pastry. The dough rises beautifully with a shiny, 

crispy crust. Also very suitable for the low-fat cooking of frozen foods, such as oven 

chips or spring rolls.

6 Combination conventional/microwave

For example, top/bottom heat and PowerPlus

Combining any operating mode with microwave mode reduces the cooking time by 

approximately 30% to 75% compared to conventional cooking.

7 World-exclusive: 

combination of all heating methods

For example, PowerRegeneration or 

Hot air and steaming with PowerPlus

This exclusive combination adds a new dimension to cooking. You save a great deal 

of time: all types of baking and steaming are around 30% quicker; for example, when 

using PowerRegeneration or hot air and steaming with PowerPlus.
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COMBI-STEAMERS

The Combi-Steamers from V-ZUG make cooking easier. 
The range of intelligent programmes allows quick, simple 
preparation of all sorts of dishes and meals and provides 
inspiration for new recipe ideas.

COMBI-STEAMERS – 
IMPRESSIVE FUNCTIONS

EVEN MORE 
CONVENIENCE 
WITH A FIXED WATER 
CONNECTION

1 
Steam reduction function

Pressing this button down briefly during cooking triggers a quick 

manual steam reduction – in order to put more food into the cooking 

space, for example. When cooking is complete, this function is activated 

automatically, and you can then remove the cooked food from the 

Combi-Steamer.

Advantages of a fixed water connection
 ■ Easier to use, with no need to top up the water tank
 ■ Easier cleaning of the bottom of the cooking space
 ■ Clear view of the cooking space within a few seconds thanks to  

the steam reduction function

Our Combi-Steam model with fixed water connection 
makes steaming even easier and produces perfect results. 
Thanks to the plumbed-in water inlet and outlet, you have 
fresh water for steam mode whenever you need it. The 
built-in water tank is then only used for automatic cleaning 
(descaling). An additional drip tray is no longer required 
for steaming, as the remaining water simply flows away 
via the outlet.

# 
GourmetGuide – simple preparation thanks to 

automatic programmes

A range of intelligent programmes with unique settings such as  

GourmetSteam, automatic soft roasting (patented), BakeOmatic and 

professional baking allows you to achieve perfect results.

$ 
EasyCook – tips on settings with suggestions for the 

right operating mode

With over 100 helpful factory settings for individual foods, you can 

achieve optimum results at the touch of a button. 

& 
Steam – retain natural flavours and promote  

well-being

Gentle steaming in V-ZUG Combi-Steamers retains the valuable vitamins 

and minerals and preserves the taste. So not only are you doing your 

health a favour, it tastes great too.

+ 
Regeneration – reheated, but tastes freshly prepared

With a special combination of steam and hot air, you can reheat 

prepared meals and convenience food without losing quality or moisture 

and enjoy them as if they were freshly prepared. You can even regen-

erate multiple dishes at once. The Combi-Steam also has an automatic 

regeneration function for completely automatic reheating of crispy foods.

( 
Patented Soft roasting – beautifully tender meat 

exactly when you want it

( 
Soft roasting seared meat

The sophisticated innovation of soft roasting for seared meat 

automatically monitors the internal temperature of the meat with a food 

probe and adjusts the steamer temperature accordingly. The perfectly 

roasted cut of meat is ready to serve exactly when you want, regardless 

of the shape, thickness or quantity. 

) 
Soft roasting with steam

Perfect for top-quality meat. The result: much faster and saving 

up to 25% more energy compared to conventional soft roasting.

* 
Professional baking – as fresh and crispy as from 

the baker’s

The professional baking mode is a combination of steam and hot air. It 

is perfect for all yeast doughs: it makes puff pastry light and fluffy, and 

bread and rolls rise beautifully with a tasty-looking shiny crust. They 

also stay fresh longer.

- 
BakeOmatic – delicious meals, prepared fully 

automatically 

With BakeOmatic, there is no need to enter the cooking time, tempera-

ture, operating mode or quantity manually. The unique sensor technology 

in the Climate Control System (CCS) allows the Combi-Steam to detect 

the quantity and size of the meal automatically and thus select the best 

sequence of different operating modes with the precise temperatures 

and cooking times required. And you know exactly when it will be ready.
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PRODUCT COMPARISON: 
COMBI-STEAMERS AND STEAMERS

Combi-Steam MSLQ Combi-Steam XSL Combi-Steam XSL, 
fixed water connection

Combi-Steam HSL Steam HSE Combair-Steam SL Combair-Steam SE

Brochure page 37 38 38 39 39 40 40

Versions

Stainless steel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass with retractable handle  — ✓ * ✓ * — — ✓ * —

Illumination/automatically with door Halogen / ✓ Halogen / ✓ Halogen / ✓ Halogen / ✓ — Halogen / ✓ Halogen / ✓

Cooking space volume l 55 51 51 34 36 55 55

Appliance height cm 60 45 45 38 38 60 60

Energy efficiency class A A+ A+ A+ — A+ A+

Unique V-ZUG innovations

Vacuisine, precisely controlled temperatures ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

GourmetSteam ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BakeOmatic with Climate Control System (CCS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Soft roasting seared meat/with steam ✓ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ / ✓ ✓ / ✓

Automatic regeneration ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Regeneration ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PowerRegeneration ✓

Professional baking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Food probe ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Electronic Steam System (ESS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Obstacle-free cooking space ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Integrated recipes ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Uses

Steam ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PowerSteam ✓

Top/bottom heat ✓ ✓ ✓

Hot air ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Hot air with steaming ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PizzaPlus ✓ ✓ ✓

Hot air humid ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Grill ✓ ✓ ✓

Operation and display

Fully electronic operation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Sensor buttons ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Full-colour graphic display/touch screen ✓/ ✓ ✓/ — ✓/ — ✓/ —

Graphic display  ✓ ✓ ✓

Steam reduction function ✓

Descaling programme ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Stainless-steel cooking space ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Double-enamel cooking space ✓ ✓ ✓

* Optional.

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60 CST MSLQ 60

Black glass CSTMSLQZ60/23015
Stainless steel CSTMSLQZ60c/23015

Front design

gs
– Mirrored quadruple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

598 × 596 × 569 mm

Operating modes and features

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
: ; < = / . # * 
- > , ? @ $ % A 
B C D E

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)  

Electronic 
Steam System

(ESS)

– Cooking space: 55 l, double enamel
– Water tank with ejection system; 

volume: 0.9 l
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps
– Climate sensor
– Automatic height compensation
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required
– External boiler
– 700 W microwave power level with  

inverter technology
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 double-enamel baking tray 
– 1 perforated plastic cooking tray, ⅓ GN*
– 1 unperforated stainless-steel tray
– 1 hardened glass dish
– 1 food probe
– 1 “Fast steaming” recipe book

Combi-Steam MSLQ 60

Options
– “Baking treats” recipe book

Accessories

Perforated plastic cooking tray, ⅓ GN*
325 × 177 × 52 mm (W × D × H)

Hardened glass dish
380 × 451 × 25 mm (W × D × H)

For further accessories, see page 41

* GN = Gastronorm.

MSLQ accessories

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour touch-screen graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals 
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestion
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
– Descaling programme
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Combi-Steam XSL 60 CST XSL 60

Black glass CSTXSLZ60/23005
Stainless steel CSTXSLZ60c/23005

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

& F G + # * - > 
, ? @ $ % B D E

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)  

Electronic 
Steam System

(ESS)

– Cooking space: 51 l, stainless steel
– Water tank with ejection system; 

volume: 0.9 l
– Illumination: 1 halogen lamp
– Climate sensor
– Automatic height compensation
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required
– External boiler
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 TopClean baking tray
– 1 stainless-steel tray, perforated and 

unperforated
– 1 food probe
– 1 “Magical steaming” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals 
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestion
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
– Descaling programme

Combi-Steam XSL 60  CST XSL 60 F

Black glass CSTXSLZ60F/23007
Stainless steel CSTXSLZ60Fc/23007

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

& F G + # * - > 
, ? @ $ % B D E

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)  

Electronic 
Steam System

(ESS)

– Cooking space: 51 l, stainless steel
– Fixed water connection for water inlet  

and outlet
– Illumination: 1 halogen lamp
– Climate sensor
– Automatic height compensation
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required
– External boiler
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 TopClean baking tray
– 1 unperforated stainless-steel tray
– 1 food probe
– 1 “Magical steaming” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals 
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestion
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
– Descaling programme

Combi-Steam XSL 60

Options

– Retractable handle

– Fully extending runner

For accessories, see page 41

Combi-Steam HSL 60  CST HSL 60

Black glass CSTHSLZ60/23004
Stainless steel CSTHSLZ60c/23004

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

379 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

& F G + # * - > 
, ? @ $ % B D E

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)  

Electronic 
Steam System

(ESS)

– Cooking space: 34 l, stainless steel
– Water tank: 1.25 l
– Illumination: 1 halogen lamp
– Climate sensor
– Automatic height compensation
– Energy-saving ventilation 
– Post-ventilation as required 
– External boiler
– 2 wire shelves, ⅔ GN*
– 1 perforated cooking tray, ⅔ GN*
– 1 unperforated stainless-steel tray, ⅔ GN*
– 1 food probe
– 1 “Magical steaming” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestion
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
– Descaling programme

Steam HSE 60  ST HSE 60

Black glass STHSEZ60/23002
Stainless steel STHSEZ60c/23002

Front design 

gs
– Mirrored double glass door
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

379 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

H I J K $ % D 

 
Electronic 

Steam System
(ESS)

– Cooking space: 36 l, stainless steel
– Water tank: 1.25 l
– Climate sensor
– Automatic height compensation
– Post-ventilation as required
– External boiler
– 1 perforated cooking tray, ⅔ GN*
– 1 unperforated stainless-steel tray, ⅔ GN*

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Acoustic signal
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestion
– Descaling programme

Combi-Steam HSL 60

Options
– Fully extending runner

Steam HSE 60

Options
– Fully extending runner

For accessories, see page 41

* GN = Gastronorm.
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Combair-Steam SL 60

Options

– Retractable handle

– Roller runner
– “Baking treats” recipe book 

Combair-Steam SE 60

Options
– Roller runner
– “Baking treats” recipe book 
– “Magical steaming” recipe book 

Combair-Steam SL 60  CS SL 60

Black glass CSSLZ60/23012
Stainless steel CSSLZ60c/23012

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

598 × 596 × 569 mm

Operating modes and features

& L F G M N O P 
Q R S + # * - > 
, ? @ $ % T A B 
D E

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)  

Electronic 
Steam System

(ESS)

– Cooking space: 55 l, double enamel
– Water tank with ejection system; 

volume: 0.9 l
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps
– Climate sensor
– Automatic height compensation
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required
– External boiler
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 TopClean baking tray
– 1 stainless-steel tray, perforated and 

unperforated
– 1 food probe
– 1 “Magical steaming” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals 
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestion
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
– Descaling programme

Combair-Steam SE 60  CS SE 60

Black glass CSSEZ60/23010
Stainless steel CSSEZ60c/23010

Front design 

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

598 × 596 × 569 mm

Operating modes and features

& L F G M N O P 
Q R S + # * ? @ 
$ % T A D  

Energy
efficiency  

Electronic 
Steam System

(ESS)

– Cooking space: 55 l, double enamel
– Water tank with ejection system; 

volume: 0.9 l
– Illumination: 1 halogen lamp
– Climate sensor
– Automatic height compensation
– Post-ventilation as required
– External boiler
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 TopClean baking tray
– 1 perforated stainless-steel tray

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Acoustic signal
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestion
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
– Descaling programme

Key for Gastronorm (GN) dimensions
⅔ GN: 325 × 354 mm (W × D)
½ GN: 325 × 265 mm
⅓ GN: 325 × 177 mm

Unperforated cooking tray
Height: 40 mm, ⅔ GN
Height: 40 mm, ⅔ GN, with lip
Height: 40 mm, ½ GN
Height: 65 mm, ½ GN
Height: 40 mm, ⅓ GN
Height: 65 mm, ⅓ GN
Height: 100 mm, ⅓ GN

Perforated cooking tray
Height: 40 mm, ⅔ GN
Height: 65 mm, ⅔ GN
Height: 40 mm, ½ GN
Height: 40 mm, ⅓ GN
Height: 65 mm, ⅓ GN

Enamelled baking tray
Height: 20 mm, ⅔ GN

Perforated cooking tray

Fully extending runner
Optional

Roller runner
Optional

Stainless-steel tray

TopClean baking tray
W × D × H: 452 × 380 × 28 mm

Double-enamel baking tray
W × D × H: 430 × 370 × 25 mm

Wire shelf

Combi-Steam HSL and Steam HSE Combi-Steam MSLQ/XSL and  
Combair-Steam SL/SE

Further accessories at 
vzug.com

White porcelain dish
Height: 65 mm, ⅔ GN
Height: 65 mm, ½ GN
Height: 65 mm, ⅓ GN

Round TopClean baking tray
Diameter: 24 cm
Diameter: 29 cm
Diameter: 31 cm

Stainless-steel steam insert
⅔ GN for porcelain dish
½ GN for porcelain dish
⅓ GN for porcelain dish

Stainless-steel terrine mould
U-shape, including lid
V-shape, including lid

Sushi blade
Including instructions on how to make sushi

ThermoBox, ⅓ GN
Serving/warming dish, ⅓ GN,  
maximum 65 mm2

Special steamer accessories 

Stainless-steel tray
Height: 20 mm, ⅔ GN

Wire shelf, ⅔ GN

For special accessories for Combi-Steam 
MSLQ, see page 37

Steamer accessories
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If you expect a little more than average from your oven, 
you will love V-ZUG. These quality appliances transform 
your home into a gourmet restaurant, a village bakery, a 
cafe or a pizzeria, whatever takes your fancy. The 
Combair SLP, for example, offers an excellent selection 
of saved settings for gourmet meals, a 68 l cooking space 

and impressive functions such as hot air, soft roasting for 
beautifully tender meat à la minute and PizzaPlus for 
perfect pizzas, flans and quiches. Some of the appliances 
feature pyrolitic self-cleaning so you do not even have to 
worry about cleaning them. 

Ovens

Ovens, drawers
Ovens
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OVENS 
OVENS AND COOKERS

V-ZUG ovens include exclusive features such as 
BakeOmatic and the patented soft roasting mode for 
perfect results, completely automatically. Wow your family 
and friends with your own creations or one of the saved 
gourmet meals.

Developed and manufactured in Switzerland

SUCCESSFUL COOKING, 
SIMPLY AND RELIABLY

! 
Perfect meat dishes with the food probe

A good cut of meat deserves only the best preparation. Simply 

push the food probe into the meat, connect to the appliance and select 

the type of meat, internal temperature, degree of doneness and end time. 

The meat is gently cooked to the exact time and degree of doneness you 

want. And in the meantime, you can tend to your guests or prepare the 

side dishes and the sauce. Your guests will be impressed by the results.

# 
A total of 52 saved recipes can be accessed at the 

touch of a button 

Cook like a professional? No problem with the new generation of 

ovens from V-ZUG. We have prepared 52 wonderful recipes for every 

occasion for you. The recipes collected in the “Baking treats” book are 

already saved on the appliance and can be accessed simply at the touch 

of a button. All you need to do is provide and prepare the ingredients in 

the quantities specified, insert the dish into the cooking space and start 

the appliance. You can leave the rest to the oven. You will love these 

recipes, and your guests will too.

$ 
Favourites

You have the option of saving up to 24 favourites alongside 

the recipes which are already saved. For example, you can save your 

favourite recipes from grandmother’s recipe book or other recipes you 

often use on the device and give them a name. These are then available 

to use or amend at any time at the touch of a button.

% 
GourmetGuide – simple preparation thanks to 

automatic programmes

A range of intelligent programmes with unique settings such as the 

patented soft roasting or BakeOmatic allows you to achieve perfect 

results – with success guaranteed.

& 
EasyCook – tips on settings with suggestions for the 

right operating mode

With over 100 helpful factory settings for individual foods, you can 

achieve optimum results at the touch of a button.

' 
BakeOmatic – delicious meals, prepared fully 

automatically 

With BakeOmatic, there is no need to enter the cooking time, tempera-

ture, operating mode or quantity manually. The unique sensor technology 

in the Climate Control System (CCS) allows the appliance to detect the 

quantity and size of the meal automatically and thus select the best 

sequence of different operating modes with the precise temperatures 

and cooking times required. And you know exactly when it will be ready.

( 
Patented soft roasting – beautifully tender meat 

exactly when you want it

You have invited guests and want to sit down to eat at 8 p.m. What are you 

doing while your guests are enjoying the appetisers? Are you constantly 

flitting back to the kitchen to check on the fillet? Not with the sophisticated 

soft roasting mode. This innovation for seared meat automatically monitors 

the internal temperature of the meat and adjusts the steamer temperature 

accordingly. The meat is ready to serve exactly when you want, regardless 

of the shape, thickness or quantity. This means you can keep your guests 

company during the appetisers. And because the fillet will be beautifully 

tender, you can also impress them with your brilliant cooking.
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TopClean from V-ZUG gives residues barely any chance  

to stick

It is the high-tech solution among cleaning aids: the new, specially 

developed coating on the enamel means even less effort is required 

to clean the cooking space or the baking trays. The excellent non-stick 

properties mean residues can be simply and effortlessly removed with 

a damp cloth.

V-ZUG OVENS PRACTICALLY 
CLEAN THEMSELVES

The pyrolytic self-cleaning function adds heat to ensure 

cleanliness in no time

This type of cleaning transforms dirt into ash by heating up the cooking 

space. All you need is a damp cloth to wipe away the ash. The appli-

ances with pyrolytic self-cleaning now have an elegant glass door which 

is easy to clean. 

Stainless-steel fronts with TouchClean

Visible fingerprints on the front are a thing of the past. The 

TouchClean coating largely prevents fingerprints and makes cleaning 

much easier.

PRODUCT COMPARISON: OVENS

Combair SLP Combair SL Combair SEP Combair SE Combair XSLP Combair XSL Combair XSEP Combair XSE Combair HSE

Brochure page 48 48 49 49 50 50 51 51 51

Versions

Stainless steel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass with retractable handle ✓ * ✓ *

Illumination/automatically with door Halogen/✓ Halogen/✓ Halogen/✓ Halogen Halogen/✓ Halogen Halogen/✓ Halogen Halogen

Cooking space volume l 68 68 68 68 50 50 50 50 39

Compact oven ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mini oven ✓

Energy efficiency class A A A A A A A A A

Unique V-ZUG innovations

BakeOmatic with Climate Control System (CCS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Climate sensor ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Soft roasting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Food probe ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Integrated recipes ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Uses

Top/bottom heat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Hot air ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PizzaPlus ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Grill ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Operation and display

Fully electronic operation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Sensor buttons ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Electronic time switch ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Full-colour graphic display ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Graphic display ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pyrolytic self-cleaning ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TopClean ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PktVgl_Backöfen

* Optional.  

Fully extending runners for easy handling

The new, highly robust fully extending runners (runner length: 457 mm) 

allow you to remove the food being cooked or baked fully from the 

cooking space safely and comfortably. This is really handy for basting a 

cut of meat or removing the baking tray. This highly practical option can 

be ordered for ovens with a convenience level of SE or higher. All other 

ovens and cookers feature the standard runners (runner length: 302 mm).
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Combair SLP 60  BC SLP 60

Black glass BCSLPZ60/21025
Stainless steel BCSLPZ60c/21025

Front design

gs
– Mirrored quadruple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

598 × 596 × 569 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
' ( % & # 1 $ 2 
3 4 5 6

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)

– Cooking space: 68 l, brilliant enamel
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps 
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe
– Rotisserie
– 1 “Baking treats” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature

Options/accessories
Combair SLP 60 and Combair SL 60

– Retractable handle (BC SL 60)

– Sensor roasting basket
– Fully extending runner
 

Combair SL 60  BC SL 60

Black glass BCSLZ60/21022
Stainless steel BCSLZ60c/21022

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

598 × 596 × 569 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
' ( % & # 1 $ 2 
3 4 6

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)

– Cooking space: 68 l, TopClean
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe
– Rotisserie
– 1 “Baking treats” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature

Combair SE 60  BC SE 60

Black glass BCSEZ60/21016
Stainless steel BCSEZ60c/21016

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

598 × 596 × 569 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
( % & 1 $ 2 4  

Energy
efficiency  

– Cooking space: 68 l, TopClean
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps
– Post-ventilation as required
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Acoustic signal
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature

Options/accessories
Combair SEP 60 and Combair SE 60
– Fully extending runner
– “Baking treats” recipe book

Combair SEP 60  BC SEP 60

Black glass BCSEPZ60/21019
Stainless steel  BCSEPZ60c/21019

Front design

gs
– Mirrored quadruple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

598 × 596 × 569 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
( % & 1 $ 2 4 5 

Energy
efficiency  

– Cooking space: 68 l, brilliant enamel
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps
– Post-ventilation as required 
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Acoustic signal
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
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OVENS 
COMPACT AND MINI OVENS

Combair XSLP 60  BC XSLP 60

Black glass BCXSLPZ60/21028
Stainless steel BCXSLPZ60c/21028

Front design

gs
– Mirrored quadruple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
' ( % & # 1 $ 2 
3 4 5 6 

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)

– Cooking space: 50 l, brilliant enamel
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required 
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe
– 1 “Baking treats” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature

Options/accessories
Combair XSLP 60 and Combair XSL 60

– Retractable handle (BC XSL 60)

– Fully extending runner

Combair XSL 60  BC XSL 60

Black glass BCXSLZ60/21023
Stainless steel BCXSLZ60c/21023

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
' ( % & # 1 $ 2 
3 4 6 

Energy
efficiency  

Climate Control
System (CCS)

– Cooking space: 50 l, TopClean
– Illumination: 2 halogen lamps
– Energy-saving ventilation
– Post-ventilation as required 
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe
– 1 “Baking treats” recipe book

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Full-colour graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature

Combair XSE 60  BC XSE 60

Black glass BCXSEZ60/21017
Stainless steel BCXSEZ60c/21017

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
( % & 1 $ 2 4  

Energy
efficiency  

– Cooking space: 50 l, TopClean
– Illumination: 1 halogen lamp
– Post-ventilation as required 
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Acoustic signal
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature

Options/accessories
Combair XSEP 60, Combair XSE 60 and
Combair HSE 60
– Fully extending runner 
– “Baking treats” recipe book

Combair XSEP 60  BC XSEP 60

Black glass BCXSEPZ60/21027
Stainless steel BCXSEPZ60c/21027

Front design

gs
– Mirrored quadruple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
( % & 1 $ 2 4 5 

Energy
efficiency  

– Cooking space: 50 l, brilliant enamel
– Illumination: 1 halogen lamp
– Post-ventilation as required 
– 2 TopClean baking trays
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Loudspeaker with acoustic signals
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature

Combair HSE 60  BC HSE 60

Black glass BCHSEZ60/21004
Stainless steel BCHSEZ60c/21004

Front design

gs
– Mirrored triple glass door 
– Designer handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

379 × 596 × 568 mm

Operating modes and features

) * + , - . / 0 
( % & $ 1 2  

Energy
efficiency  

– Cooking space: 39 l, TopClean
– Illumination: 1 halogen lamp
– Post-ventilation as required 
– 1 TopClean baking tray
– 1 wire shelf
– 1 food probe

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Acoustic signal
– Time, saved up to 12 hrs
– Operating mode
– Programme duration/end
– Temperature suggestions
– Cooking space temperature
– Internal food temperature
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DRAWERS 
WARMING AND SYSTEM DRAWERS

Warming and System drawers

The new warming drawers are perfect in combination 
with the ovens, steamers and Coffee Centres from V-ZUG. 
This gives you additional flexibility and added value in 
your kitchen. The high-quality drawers have a stainless-
steel interior which is very easy to clean and feature  
a telescopic runner which can cope with weights of up 
to 25 kg.

Push/pull system for a handle-free kitchen

The warming drawer has no handles, so it can be positioned anywhere 

in the kitchen. The drawer is easy to open using the convenient push/

pull system.

PLENTY OF SPACE FOR 
PREHEATING AND KEEPING 
WARM

Warming and System drawers

Warming drawer 60 144  WS 60 144

Black glass WS60144/34010
Stainless steel WS60144c/34010

Front design 

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

142 × 596 × 547 mm

Features
– Capacity: basic place settings for 

6 people or 14 plates (Ø 27 cm)
– Stable telescopic runner
– Chrome-steel interior
– Base with glass heating plate
– Additional heating with radial fan  

to heat plates
– Electronic temperature control with optical 

operating display, 7 levels
– Temperature range: approximately 30°C  

to 80°C
– Push/pull system

System drawer 60 144  SYS 60 144

Black glass SYS60144/35001
Stainless steel SYS60144c/35001

Front design 

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

142 × 596 × 547 mm

Features
– Stable telescopic runner
– Push/pull system

System drawer 60 76  SYS 60 76

Black glass SYS6076/35002
Stainless steel SYS6076c/35002

Front design 

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

74 × 596 × 560 mm

Features
– Stable telescopic runner
– Push/pull system

Warming drawer 60 162  WS 60 162

Black glass WS60162/34011
Stainless steel WS60162c/34011

Front design 

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

160 × 596 × 547 mm

Features
– Capacity: basic place settings for 

10 people or 20 plates (Ø 27 cm)
– Stable telescopic runner with SoftClose
– Chrome-steel interior
– Base with glass heating plate
– Additional heating with radial fan  

to heat plates
– Electronic temperature control with optical 

operating display, 7 levels
– Temperature range: approximately 30°C  

to 80°C glass surface temperature
– Push/pull system

Warming drawer 60 220  WS 60 220

Black glass WS60220/34012
Stainless steel WS60220c/34012

Front design 

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

218 × 596 × 547 mm

Features
– Capacity: basic place settings for 

15 people or 30 plates (Ø 27 cm)
– Stable telescopic runner with SoftClose
– Chrome-steel interior
– Base with glass heating plate 
– Additional heating with radial fan  

to heat plates
– Electronic temperature control with optical 

operating display, 7 levels
– Temperature range: approximately 30°C  

to 80°C glass surface temperature
– Push/pull system

Warming drawer 60 283  WS 60 283

Black glass WS60283/34013
Stainless steel WS60283c/34013

Front design 

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

281 × 596 × 547 mm

Features
– Capacity: basic place settings for 

20 people or 40 plates (Ø 27 cm)
– Stable telescopic runner with SoftClose
– Chrome-steel interior
– Base with glass heating plate 
– Additional heating with radial fan  

to heat plates
– Electronic temperature control with optical 

operating display, 7 levels

– Temperature range: approximately 30°C  

to 80°C glass surface temperature
– Push/pull system
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MAKING BIG WAVES  
IN THE KITCHEN

! 
Automatic reheat – effortless and completely 

automatic

Heating up your plated meals is simple and takes just one touch of a 

button. You do not need to set the operating mode, the temperature or 

the time.

# 
Favourites button – your favourite programme at 

the touch of a button

You can use this function to save your favourite programme. You can 

then access it quickly and easily whenever you want.

Microwaves
Microwaves

MICROWAVES

PRODUCT COMPARISON: MICROWAVES

Miwell-Combi XSL Miwell-Combi HSL Miwell HSL Miwell L

Brochure page 56 56 56 57

Versions

Installation in tall unit ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Installation in wall unit ✓

Stainless steel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass ✓ ✓ ✓

Black design ✓

Illumination ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Cooking space volume l 40 31 31 22

Maximum microwave power level W 900 1000 1000 750

Grill W 1600 800 800

Glass turntable cm 40 32.5 32.5 25

Unique V-ZUG innovations

Microwave levels 18 20 20 4

3-D input ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Operating time ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Switch-off time ✓ ✓ ✓

Uses

Microwave ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Grill ✓ ✓ ✓

CombiCrunch ✓ ✓ ✓

Hot air ✓ ✓

Grill and forced convection ✓

Fast heating ✓ ✓

Favourites ✓ ✓ ✓

PerfectDefrost ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AutomaticPlus ✓ ✓ ✓

AutomaticPlus with sensors ✓

Automatic reheat ✓

Operation and display

Fully electronic operation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Sensor buttons ✓ ✓ ✓

Electronic time switch ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Graphic display 11 languages ✓ ✓ ✓

Digital display ✓

Obstacle-free and easy-to-clean cooking space ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dishes of all kinds can be prepared with the vitamins 
preserved and with no fat or salt – perfect for your figure! 
A whole meal is ready to serve in no time.

$ 
Hot air – combi mode for perfect gratins  

in half the time

In hot air mode, the microwave can be used to bake bread and pastries 

simply and conveniently. Dishes also take half the time to prepare in 

combi mode with microwave as they would in a conventional oven.

% 
CombiCrunch – golden brown, crispy results

This operating mode combines the microwave and grill. The 

CombiCrunch plate ensures your pizza or mini cheese quiche is golden 

brown on top and perfectly crispy underneath.

& 
AutomaticPlus – the automatic programmes

Best results from the start thanks to up to 31 automatic pro-

grammes. They help you with food-friendly defrosting (PerfectDefrost), 

reheating, crisping, baking, roasting, melting or defrosting. These are 

all perfected in the Miwell-Combi XSL. The intelligent sensor system 

automatically calculates the cooking time for plated meals, so there is 

no need to enter the operating mode, quantity or cooking time.

Microwaves
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MICROWAVES

Miwell-Combi XSL 60  MWC XSL 60

The compact microwave oven for simple 
installation in a tall unit

Black glass MWCXSL60/24009
Stainless steel MWCXSL60c/24009

Front design 

gs
– Black glass door front
– Designer handle 
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 567 mm

Operating modes and features

! # $ % & ' ( ) 
* + ,
– Cooking space: 40 l, stainless steel
– 18 microwave levels (900 to 50 W)
– Illumination: 1 light bulb
– 3-D input
– Real hot air
– Fast heating
– 1600 W grill
– Ø 40 cm glass turntable
– 1 shelf with baking tray
– 2 support wire shelves
– CombiCrunch plate with handle
– 2 food covers
– 31 automatic programmes

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Time
– Operating mode
– Microwave power
– Operating time
– Switch-off time
– Setting suggestions
– Cooking space temperature

Miwell HSL 60  MW HSL 60

The comfort model for simple installation in a 
tall unit

Black glass MWHSL60/24006
Stainless steel MWHSL60c/24006

Front design 

gs
– Black glass door front
– Designer handle 
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

378 × 596 × 470 mm

Operating modes and features

! $ & ' ( ) + 

– Cooking space: 31 l, stainless steel
– 20 microwave levels (1000 to 50 W)
– Illumination: 1 light bulb
– 3-D input
– 800 W quartz grill
– Ø 32.5 cm glass turntable
– 1 support wire shelf
– CombiCrunch plate with handle
– 2 food covers
– 22 automatic programmes

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Time
– Operating mode
– Microwave power
– Operating time
– Switch-off time
– Setting suggestions

Miwell-Combi HSL 60  MWC HSL 60

The small microwave oven for simple 
installation in a tall unit

Black glass MWCHSL60/24008
Stainless steel MWCHSL60c/24008

Front design 

gs
– Black glass door front
– Designer handle 
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

378 × 596 × 516 mm

Operating modes and features

! # $ & ' ( ) + 
,
– Cooking space: 31 l, stainless steel
– 20 microwave levels (1000 to 50 W)
– Illumination: 1 light bulb
– 3-D input
– Real hot air
– 800 W quartz grill
– Ø 32.5 cm glass turntable
– 2 support wire shelves
– CombiCrunch plate with handle
– 2 food covers
– 31 automatic programmes

Operation and display
– Sensor buttons and adjusting knob
– Graphic display
– Time
– Operating mode
– Microwave power
– Operating time
– Switch-off time
– Setting suggestions
– Cooking space temperature

Miwell L 60  MW L 60

The budget model for simple installation in a 
wall or tall unit

Black design MWL60/24002
Stainless steel MWL60c/24002

Front design 

bs
– Black glass door front
–  No handle
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

378 × 596 × 320 mm

Operating modes and features

! ) 

– Cooking space: 22 l
– 4 microwave levels 

(750/500/350/160 W)
– Illumination: 1 light bulb
– 3-D input
– Ø 25 cm glass turntable
– 2 food covers
– Left door opening

 

Operation and display
– Fully electronic operation
– Digital display
– Time
– Operating mode
– Microwave power
– Weight for weight-based programmes
– Operating time
– Switch-off time
– Setting suggestions
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COFFEE CENTRES

Become a barista at the touch of a button

With the built-in automatic milk frother, you can conjure up perfect froth 

for cappuccino, latte macchiato, café au lait or simply a hot milk with a 

deliciously light foamy topping. The Supremo has five adjustable coffee 

strengths, from extra-mild to very strong to ensure you get the strength 

you want, and there is always hot water available for a lovely cup of tea.

Easy operation and maintenance

Coffee the way you like it. The clear sensor buttons ensure intuitive 

operation of all operating modes. Preparation is very simple, and the 

text display tells you about what is going on and gives useful instructions 

such as “Top up water” or “Descale”. The built-in milk frother is cleaned 

simply at the touch of a button, the milk container can be removed and 

is perfect for storing in the fridge. It is also completely dishwasher-safe. 

Supremo HSL 60  CCS HSL 60

Black glass CCSHSL60/25002
Stainless steel CCSHSL60c/25002

Front design

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

378 × 596 × 412 mm
Energy
efficiency

Operating modes and features

- . / 0 1 2 3 4 
5 +
– At the touch of a button: 

cup of coffee, espresso, cappuccino, latte 
macchiato, café au lait, hot water, hot milk

– Fully automatic machine for 1 or 2 cups
– Programmable quantities for 3 different  

cup sizes
– 80 to 110 mm height-adjustable  

dispensing head
– LED-lit cup tray
– Individual grinder settings (13 steps)
– Capacity: 

Water tank: 1.8 l 
Coffee bean holder: 200 g 
Waste grounds container: 14 units

Operation and display
– Programmable brewing temperature
– Programmable pre-brewing temperature
– Programmable grinding quantity
– Programmable water hardness
– Programmable operating time/ 

switch-off time
– Integrated cleaning programme
– Automatic descaling programme

Accessories
– 7.5 dl milk container
– Descaler

Supremo XSL 60 CCS XSL 60

Black glass CCSXSL60/25003
Stainless steel  CCSXSL60c/25003

Front design

gs
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

454 × 596 × 412 mm
Energy
efficiency

Operating modes and features

- . / 0 1 2 3 4 
5 +
– At the touch of a button: 

cup of coffee, espresso, cappuccino, latte 
macchiato, café au lait, hot water, hot milk

– Fully automatic machine for 1 or 2 cups
– Programmable quantities for 3 different  

cup sizes
– 80 to 110 mm height-adjustable  

dispensing head
– LED-lit cup tray
– Individual grinder settings (13 steps)
– Capacity: 

Water tank: 1.8 l 
Coffee bean holder: 200 g 
Waste grounds container: 14 units

Operation and display
– Programmable brewing temperature
– Programmable pre-brewing temperature
– Programmable grinding quantity
– Programmable water hardness
– Programmable operating time/ 

switch-off time
– Integrated cleaning programme
– Automatic descaling programme

Accessories
– 7.5 dl milk container
– Descaler

Coffee Centres
Coffee Centres

Ground coffee or coffee beans?

A clever system with two containers means you can always choose 

between ground coffee and coffee beans. 

The coffee whisperer

The built-in cone mill is virtually silent and provides freshly ground coffee 

whenever you want it.

The best time to enjoy a freshly prepared coffee is in a 
calm, relaxed moment. The V-ZUG Coffee Centre turns 
you into a real master coffee brewer. This machine lets 
you make speciality coffee effortlessly and just the way 
you like it.

STYLISH DESIGN AND 
PERFECT COFFEE FLAVOUR

Coffee Centres
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Hobs
Induction hobs

Cooking with induction technology offers many advan-
tages. These include unbeatable speed, very short 
reaction times and simple cleaning because the whole 
hob remains largely cold. For your safety, the hob switches 
off automatically when the pan is removed. The latest-
generation MaxiFlex hobs have impressive sophisticated 

technology and a modern design with plain, puristic lines. 
The symbols on the glass surfaces and in the control area 
are kept simple, while the black glass integrates perfectly 
into the kitchen design. The MaxiFlex hobs offer a range 
of options, with automatic programmes to make everyday 
cooking easier.

Hobs
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HOBS 
INDUCTION HOBS

World-exclusive  
Rice Control

World-exclusive  
Cooking Control

World-exclusive  
Temperature Control

There are fixed programmes for the 

preparation of all sorts of different rice.

The hob recognises the boiling point 

and automatically switches to continued 

cooking.

The hob monitors the temperature of the 

pan base and keeps it constant.

Place a lidded pan of rice, water and 

spices on the cooking zone and select the  

Rice Control function.

Place a lidded pan of cold water without 

salt or spices on the cooking zone and 

select the Cooking Control function and 

the continued cooking level.

Place a pan of food on the cooking zone 

and select the power level you want, then 

select the Temperature Control function.

 ■ The hob automatically stops cooking 

when the rice is ready to serve
 ■ An acoustic signal indicates that the 

programme is completed
 ■ No boiling over or burning
 ■ No need to watch the pan during 

cooking
 ■ Guaranteed success for various types 

of rice

 ■ A beeper sounds as soon as the food 

can be added
 ■ Makes cooking frequent foods such 

as pasta, vegetables, boiled potatoes, 

sausages and eggs easier
 ■ When the boiling point is reached, the 

hob automatically switches to the lower 

continued cooking level, which saves 

energy

 ■ The constant temperature enables con-

sistent cooking results when preparing 

several portions (omelettes, meat, etc.)
 ■ Makes reducing sauces and syrups 

easier
 ■ The power levels do not need to be 

adjusted as often to achieve consistent 

cooking results

Fu
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GK46TIAKS hobs feature automatic functions. Food 
which you prepare often, such as pasta or rice, can be 
prepared at the touch of a button and does not need to 
be watched, which makes cooking much easier.

WORLD-EXCLUSIVE  
EASY COOKING
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HOBS 
INDUCTION HOBS

Just like cooking in a professional kitchen: V-ZUG induc-
tion hobs with intelligent functions make everything easier 
and more convenient. 

CONVENIENT, QUICK, 
SAFE AND ENERGY 
SAVING

MaxiFlex: lots of space and flexible

State-of-the-art inductors mean that pots and 

pans of various sizes (Ø pan base: 10 to 

22 cm) can be placed on any cooking zone. 

Sensors detect the size and adjust the cooking 

zone accordingly. Induction technology heats 

the food in record time while saving energy. 

The constant power and precision heating 

enable accurate cooking.

If optimum distances between cooking zones 

are important to you, select one of our ex-

tra-wide hobs, TIPS or TIXS. The panorama 

cooking zones are ideal for having an over-

view at all times. 

Easy to clean

The rapid heating times are impressive. Keen cooks will also appreciate 

the very short reaction times and the possibility to make fine adjustments. 

It is practically impossible to let the pan boil over. As the heat is only 

generated in the base of the pan, the glass around the cooking zone which 

is switched on remains cold to a large extent. This means nothing can burn, 

and cleaning takes just a few seconds with a damp cloth.

V-ZUG THINKS OF 
EVERYTHING – DOWN TO 
THE LAST DETAIL

Cooking zone combination which gets everything right

If you want as much flexibility and variety as a professional chef, V-ZUG 

has the perfect combination of appliances for you. The built-in wok and 

the Teppan Yaki are perfect in combination with the GK26TIMS.2F 

induction hob. All hobs are 40 cm wide and can simply be operated 

via slider control. With adjusted corner radii and a new fitting system, 

the design of this combination has also been refined. 

Wok cooking is in vogue and also very healthy – your 

guests will be impressed

Would you like to stew, stir-fry or deep-fry? No problem! The new 

induction wok from V-ZUG allows you to cook quickly and gently. 

Quickly, because induction heats water in record time, and gently 

because vitamins, minerals and nutrients are largely preserved. Short 

searing and cooking times and immediate reaction to power adjustments 

make the wok a really energy-saving option. It is also very user-friendly, 

because food residues cannot burn onto the glass ceramic plate as only 

the pan gets hot.

Frying and cooking on the induction Teppan Yaki

The Teppan Yaki also works with induction and can be set to temperatures 

of between 70°C and 240°C. It is perfect for low-fat frying of meat and 

fish or for cooking vegetables and also offers additional benefits:
 ■ Very little fat is required
 ■ Automatic functions, ideal for meat, fish and vegetables
 ■ Excellent preservation of delicate flavours
 ■ Valuable substances such as proteins are perfectly preserved
 ■ Excellently suited to diet and wholefood cooking
 ■ No overheating
 ■ Easy to clean
 ■ Saves energy thanks to induction technology
 ■ Comes with 1 food cloche and 2 spatulas

Included in the price: the professional wok set

For professional results, once you have purchased an induction wok, 

you need the right accessories.
 ■ Wok pan for your safety
 ■ Pan lid for stewing
 ■ Rack for deep-frying
 ■ Wok stand for ergonomic storage of the wok once you have finished 

cooking
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Flush model

Stainless-steel trim

Faceted model

HOBS 
INDUCTION HOBS

PERFECT INTEGRATION 
INTO ANY KITCHEN

Gas hobs with a supported frame (bevelled edges) are 
popular on account of the elegant frame effect.

Flush model hobs can be perfectly integrated 

into any work-surface design. They provide a 

higher degree of compactness in the kitchen.

Hobs with a Stainless-steel trim are exceedingly 

simple to install and have a classic design. They 

fit into a range of kitchen configurations.
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HOBS 
COMBINATION HOBS

GK16TIYS.1F  Teppan Yaki

Flush model GK16TIYSF/31008

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
56.1 × 384 × 501 mm/R5

Operating modes and features

        

 
40

 
Black

Design

– 2 induction frying zones (front/back)
– Maximum power: 2 × 1400 W
– 7 temperature levels (70°C to 240°C)
– Fine, precise controls
– Included: 2 spatulas, 1 food cloche

GK26TIYSF.1F Teppan Yaki

Flush model GK26TIYSF/31009

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
56.1 × 571 × 501 mm/R5

Operating modes and features

        

 
60

 
Black

Design

– 2 induction frying zones (front/back)
– Maximum power: 2 × 2800 W
– 7 temperature levels (70°C to 240°C)
– Fine, precise controls
– Included: 2 spatulas, 1 food cloche

GK16TIWS.1F Wok

Flush model GK16TIWSF/31010

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
128.5 × 384 × 501 mm/R5

Operating modes and features

        

  
40

 
Black

Design

– 1 induction wok zone
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 3000 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function
– Included: professional wok set

GK26TIMS.2F

Flush model GK26TIMSF/31001

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 384 × 501 mm/R5

Operating modes and features

        

     
40

 
Black

Design

– 2 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 2 × 3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

PRODUCT COMPARISON: INDUCTION HOBS
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Brochure page 69 69 69 69 70 70 70 71 71 71 72 72 72 73 73

Versions

Stainless-steel trim ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Flush model ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Faceted model ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Uses

Number of cooking zones 2 1 2 2 4 5 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 3 3

Number of zones with PowerPlus 1 2 4 5 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 3 3

Bridging function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Frying zone ✓

Operation/maintenance

Multi-slider/direct selection ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Single slider ✓

Graphic display ✓ ✓

Timer ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic switch-off function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pause button ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic boost ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Rice Control ✓

Cooking Control ✓

Temperature Control ✓

Simmer function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Wipe protection button ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Restore function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Large cooking zone spacing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Keep-warm setting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Short reaction time ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Childproof lock ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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HOBS 
MAXIFLEX INDUCTION

GK46TIMSC

Stainless-steel trim GK46TIMSC/88A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 584 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

      
60

 
Black

Design  

– 4 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 4 × 3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK46TIMS

Faceted model GK46TIMS/88A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 584 × 514 mm

– Same features as GK46TIMSC

GK46TIMS.1F

Flush model GK46TIMSF/31014

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 571 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK46TIMSC

GK46TIMXSC

Stainless-steel trim GK46TIMXSC/31002

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 704 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

      
70

 
Black

Design  

– 4 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 4 × 3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK46TIMXSF

Flush model GK46TIMXSF/31002

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 691 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK46TIMXSC

GK26TIMS

Faceted model GK26TIMS/84A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 289 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

      
30

 
Black

Design  

– 2 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 2 × 3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK26TIMS.1F

Flush model GK26TIMS.2F/31011

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 281 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK26TIMS

GK56TIMSC

Stainless-steel trim GK56TIMSC/89A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 910 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

      
90

 
Black

Design  

– 5 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 5 × 3700 W
– Ø 28 cm centre cooking zone
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK56TIMS

Faceted model GK56TIMS/89A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 910 × 514 mm

– Same features as GK56TIMSC

GK56TIMS.1F

Flush model GK56TIMSF/31020

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 897 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK56TIMSC

GK46TIMPSC

Stainless-steel trim GK46TIMPSC/31029

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 910 × 410 mm

Operating modes and features

        

       
90

 
Black

Design

– 4 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 4 × 3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls

GK46TIMPS

Faceted model GK46TIMPS/31029

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 910 × 410 mm

– Same features as GK46TIMPSC

GK46TIMPSF

Flush model GK46TIMPSF/31029

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 880 × 380 mm

– Same features as GK46TIMPSC

GK46TIMASC

Stainless-steel trim GK46TIMASC/31030

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 774 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

       
80

 
Black

Design

– 4 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 4 × 3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls

GK46TIMAS

Faceted model GK46TIMAS/31030

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 774 × 514 mm

– Same features as GK46TIMASC

GK46TIMASF

Flush model GK46TIMASF/31030

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 761 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK46TIMASC
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HOBS 
INDUCTION AND MAXIFLEX INDUCTION 

GK37TIMPSC

Stainless-steel trim GK37TIMPSC/31038

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 774 × 444 mm

Operating modes and features

        

    
80

 
Black

Design  

– Panorama cooking zone
– 3 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 3 × 3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK37TIMPS 

Faceted model GK37TIMPS/31038

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 774 × 444 mm

– Same features as GK37TIMPSC

GK37TIMPSF

Flush model GK37TIMPSF/31038

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 744 × 414 mm

– Same features as GK37TIMPSC

GK37TIMSC

Stainless-steel trim GK37TIMSC/31041

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 584 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

    
60

 
Black

Design  

– 3 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus:  

3000 W (front)/2 × 3700 W (back)
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK37TIMS

Faceted model GK37TIMS/31041

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 584 × 514 mm

– Same features as GK37TIMSC

GK37TIMSF

Flush model GK37TIMSF/31041

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 571 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK37TIMSC

GK47TIMPSC

Stainless-steel trim GK47TIMPSC/31036

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 910 × 410 mm

Operating modes and features

        

    
90

 
Black

Design

– Panorama cooking zone
– 4 induction cooking zones
– Maximum power with PowerPlus (from left 

to right): 3000/3700/3700/3000 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK47TIMPS

Faceted model GK47TIMPS/31036

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 910 × 410 mm

– Same features as GK47TIMPSC

GK47TIMPSF

Flush model GK47TIMPSF/31036

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 880 × 380 mm/R5

– Same features as GK47TIMPSC

GK46TIABSC

Stainless-steel trim GK46TIABSC/028

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 774 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

   
80

 
Black

Design

– 4 induction cooking zones (14.5 cm, 18 cm, 
18 to 28 cm, 21 cm)

– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 
2200/3000/3700/3700 W

– 1 automatically switchable frying zone 
(18 × 28 cm)

– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK46TIABS

Faceted model GK46TIABS/028

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 774 × 514 mm

– Same features as GK46TIABSC

GK46TIABS.1F

Flush model GK46TIABSF/31017

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 761 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK46TIABSC

GK46TIAKSC

Stainless-steel trim GK46TIAKSC/90A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
48 × 774 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

      
80

 
Black

Design

– With innovative ComfortCooking
– 4 induction cooking zones (14.5 cm, 

2 × 18 cm, 21 cm)
– Maximum power with PowerPlus: 

2200/3000/3700 W
– Very rapid heating times
– Fine, precise controls
– Restore function

GK46TIAKS

Faceted model GK46TIAKS/90A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45.7 × 774 × 514 mm

– Same features as GK46TIAKSC

GK46TIAKSF

Flush model GK46TIAKSF/90A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
50 × 761 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK46TIAKSC
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Innovative, convenient operation via slider control

The control system for the independent cooking zones has been adapted 

to the needs of the modern age. You can adjust the power levels quickly 

and easily as you would on a smartphone display. The control panel can 

even be cleaned during cooking – the power levels stay the same thanks 

to the wipe protection button.

The ultimate in convenience in a standard format

With a width of 56 cm and a depth of 49 cm, the GK45TEBS hob fits 

the standard size found in many Swiss kitchens. The GK45TEBS includes 

features such as a dual-ring and a frying zone. The premium version also 

incorporates a plain hotplate arrangement with 2 × 18 cm, 1 × 14.5 cm 

and 1 × 17/21 cm and convenient slider control.

HOBS 
TOPTRONIC HOBS

Toptronic hobs

V-ZUG hobs offer the usual sophisticated technology and 
impress with simple, user-friendly controls. The design also 
leaves nothing to be desired, giving your kitchen a touch 
of individuality. At V-ZUG, you can find the hob that is 
tailored to your needs and fits your kitchen perfectly. 

TOPTRONIC HOBS

GK55TES GK45TEPS GK45TEAS GK45TEBS GK25TE

Brochure page 76 76 76 77 77

Versions

Stainless-steel trim ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Flush model ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Faceted model ✓ ✓ ✓

Uses

Number of cooking zones 5 4 4 4 2

Number of zones with PowerTronic 1

Number of dual-ring zones 1 1 1 1

Number of frying zones 1 1 1

Operation/maintenance

Slider control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Timer ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic switch-off function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pause button ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Automatic boost ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Wipe protection button ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Restore function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Large cooking zone spacing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Childproof lock ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PRODUCT COMPARISON: TOPTRONIC HOBS
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HOBS 
TOPTRONIC 

GK45TEASC

Stainless-steel trim GK45TEASC/977

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
41.5 × 774 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

 
80

 
Black

Design  

– 4 cooking zones (14 cm, 2 × 18 cm, 14/21 cm)
– Back right cooking zone can be switched 

between Ø 14 and 21 cm
– 1 cooking/fryer zone (back left)
– Restore function

GK45TEAS

Faceted model GK45TEAS/977

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
39.2 × 774 × 501 mm

– Same features as GK45TEASC

GK45TEAS.1F

Flush model GK45TEAS.1F/31026

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
43.5 × 761 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK45TEASC

GK45TEPSC

Stainless-steel trim GK45TEPSC/976

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
41.5 × 910 × 410 mm

Operating modes and features

        

 
90

 
Black

Design  

– Panorama cooking zone
– 4 cooking zones (14 cm, 2 × 18 cm, 14/21 cm)
– 1 cooking zone which can be switched 

between Ø 14 and 21 cm
– 1 cooking/fryer zone (front left)
– Restore function

GK45TEPS

Faceted model GK45TEPS/976

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
39.5 × 910 × 410 mm

– Same features as GK45TEPSC

GK45TEPSF

Flush model GK45TEPSF/976

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
44.5 × 880 × 380 mm

– Same features as GK45TEPSC

GK55TESC

Stainless-steel trim GK55TESC/31042

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
41.5 × 910 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        

  
90

 
Black

Design  

– 5 cooking zones (2 × 18 cm, 23 cm, 
21 cm, 14 cm)

– Maximum power with PowerTronic: 3200 W
– Restore function

GK55TESF

Flush model GK 55TESF/31042

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
44.5 × 897 × 501 mm/R5

GK45TEBS.1C

Stainless-steel trim GK45TEBS.1C/032

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
41.5 × 584 × 514 mm

Operating modes and features

        
60

 
Black

Design

– 4 cooking zones (14 cm, 18 cm, 18 to 
26 cm, 17/21 cm)

– Back left cooking zone can be switched 
between Ø 17 and 21 cm

– 1 switchable frying zone (back right), Ø 18 
to 26 cm

– Restore function

GK45TEBS.1

Faceted model GK45TEBS.1/032

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
39.2 × 584 × 514 mm

– Same features as GK45TEBS.1C

GK45TEBS.2F

Flush model GK45TEBS.2F/31028

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
43 × 571 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK45TEBS.1C

GK25TE

Faceted model GK25TE/005

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
39.5 × 289 × 514 mm 

Operating modes and features 

       
30

 
Black

Design

– 2 cooking zones (14 cm, 12/18 cm)
– Back cooking zone can be switched 

between Ø 12 and 18 cm
– Operating time with cut-off function for both 

cooking zones, can be switched on at the 
same time

– Faceted model for overlaid installation

GK25TE.1F

Flush model GK25TE.1F/31023

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
43.5 × 281 × 501 mm/R5

– Same features as GK25TE
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HOBS 
GAS EDITION

GK51TPG

Bevelled edge GK51TPG/701

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
57 × 912 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 850 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– One-hand ignition
– Flame failure device
– Cast-iron pan supports
– Gas pre-installed (20 mbar)
– TG = natural gas/LPG nozzle
– Power cord: 1 m

Cooking zone power
– Front middle: standard burner, 1.9 kW 

Back middle: economy burner, 1.1 kW 
Back right: high-speed burner, 2.8 kW 
Front right: standard burner, 1.9 kW 
Left: wok burner, 6.0 kW

– Pre-installed: natural Gas G-20 10 mbar
– Nozzle: LPG G30/G31 28-30/37 mbar

GK41TG

Bevelled edge GK41TG/717

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
57 × 602 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 560 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– One-hand ignition
– Flame failure device
– Cast-iron pan supports
– Gas pre-installed (20 mbar)
– TG = natural gas/LPG
– Power cord: 1 m

Cooking zone power
– Front left: standard burner, 1.9 kW 

Back left: economy burner, 1.1 kW 
Back right: high-speed burner, 2.8 kW 
Front right: standard burner, 1.9 kW

– Pre-installed: natural Gas G-20 10 mbar
– Nozzle: LPG G30/G31 28-30/37 mbar

GK21TG

Bevelled edge GK21TG/797

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
57 × 302 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 270 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– One-hand ignition
– Flame failure device
– Cast-iron pan supports
– Gas pre-installed (20 mbar)
– TG = natural gas/LPG
– Power cord: 1 m, without plug

Cooking zone power
– Front: standard burner, 1.9 kW 

Back: high-speed burner, 2.8 kW

GK21TTG

Bevelled edge GK21TTG/302

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45 × 302 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 270 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– One-hand ignition
– Flame failure device
– Cast-iron pan supports
– Pre-installed: town gas G110 (8 mbar)
– LPG nozzle
– Power cord: 1 m

Cooking zone power
– Front: standard burner, 1.9 kW 

Back: high-speed burner, 2.8 kW

GK11TG 

Bevelled edge GK11TG/798

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
57 × 302 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 270 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– One-hand ignition
– Flame failure device
– Cast-iron pan support
– Gas pre-installed (20 mbar)
– TG = natural gas/LPG nozzle
– Power cord: 1 m, without plug

Cooking zone power
– Wok burner: 6.0 kW (5.4 kW) 
– Nozzle: LPG G30/G31 28–30/37 mbar

GK11TTG 

Bevelled edge GK11TTG/851

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
45 × 302 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 270 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– One-hand ignition
– Flame failure device
– Cast-iron pan supports
– Pre-installed: town gas G110 (8 mbar)
– LPG nozzle
– Power cord: 1 m

Cooking zone power
– Wok burner: 6.0 kW (5.4 kW) 

GK21TI Design fits to gas edition

Bevelled edge GK21TI/834

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
57 × 302 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 270 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– 30 cm wide cooking area
– 2 induction cooking zones (14.5 cm, 21 cm)
– PowerPlus on all zones
– Very rapid heating times
– Automatic boost
– Direct selection with knobs

GK11TKLG Lava Grill (electric)

Bevelled edge GK11TKLG/98A

– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 
242 × 302 × 520 mm

– Cut-out dimensions (W × D): 270 × 490 mm

Operating modes and features 

  
Black

Design

– 30.2 cm wide cooking area
– 1 large cast-iron grilling surface 
– Stainless-steel grilling pan, useable with 

lava rocks or water
– Water drain tap
– Top-mounted control knobs
– Power-on indicator light
– Lava rocks included in delivery

Gas hobs
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V-ZUG appliances not only look remarkably elegant, they 
are also incredibly practical. Our innovative design hoods 
are excellent examples of how we always combine 
function and design. The new Premira island hood with 
a glass front fits all modern kitchen designs. Whether as 
extraction or recirculation model, our range hoods are 

available in various widths. The Premira hoods offer a 
high-performance motor, numerous power levels and a 
high degree of grease separation. For the recirculation 
model, 5  kg packages of activated charcoal are 
available. These guarantee maintenance-free operation 
of up to five years.

Ceiling hoods
Island hoods
Wall hoods
Range hoods

Designer hoods
Ceiling hoods, island hoods  
and wall hoods
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HOODS 
CEILING HOODS, ISLAND HOODS, WALL HOODS, RANGE HOODS

Leave the cleaning to the dishwasher

All Adora dishwashers provide enough space for the grease filters. This 

makes maintenance much easier, because filters need to be cleaned 

regularly to maintain their effectiveness.

THE PREMIRA RANGE

NEW CEILING HOOD

The many advantages of the Premira hoods:
 ■ Built-in hood for concealed installation

 ■  120 cm wide built-in hood
 ■ Wall and island hoods with flat design (front height of only 55 mm)
 ■ Wall and island hoods with glass front available
 ■ Simple installation
 ■ Low overall hood height
 ■ Economical LED lighting
 ■ Economical BLDC motors
 ■ Quiet operation
 ■ Top recirculation solutions: for up to five years, no replacement of the 

activated charcoal is needed
Circulation filter 

maintenance-free 
for 5 years

PRODUCT COMPARISON: CEILING, ISLAND AND WALL 
HOODS
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Brochure page 84 84 85 85 85 86 86 86 87 87 87 88

Versions

Stainless steel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Stainless steel/glass ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass ✓ ✓ ✓

Glass front ✓ ✓

140 cm width ✓ ✓

130 cm width ✓

120 cm width ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

100 cm width ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

90 cm width ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

80 cm width ✓

70 cm width ✓

60 cm width ✓

Extraction ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recirculation with standard activated charcoal filter ✓ ✓ ✓

Recirculation with long-life activated charcoal filter ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recirculation with 5 kg activated charcoal ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recirculation with 2.5 kg activated charcoal ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Uses

Perimeter extraction ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

LED lighting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Halogen lamps ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Colour temperature K 3000 3000 3000 2800 2800 2800 3000 3000 2800 3000 2700 2800

Number of grease filters 4 7/8 3/4 1/2 3 4 6/8 2 1/2 3/4 2 3/4

Automatic after-running function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Intensive level ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Grease filter cleaning indicator ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Dimmable light ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Connection for structural ventilation/extraction flap ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Connection for window contact switch ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Operation and display

Sliding switch

Number of power levels 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Fan-speed display ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

 

In modern kitchen designs, the island often represents the crossover 

between the kitchen and living area. An island hood can be a real 

visual highlight, but does restrict visibility into the living area in open-

plan spaces. By contrast, a ceiling hood creates more space. These are 

perfect for modern, elegant kitchens.
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HOODS 
DESIGNER CEILING HOODS, ISLAND HOODS AND WALL HOODS

DSDSR12 Ceiling hood

Glass (white) DSDSR12g/64003

Front design

Glass
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
133 × 1200 × 700 mm 
Appliance height: 318 mm (extraction)

Operating modes and features

     

     

  
Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 4 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

Special features
– Clean Air function

830 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

DSDSR12 Ceiling hood

Stainless steel DSDSR12c/64003

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
133 × 1200 × 700 mm 
Appliance height: 318 mm (extraction)

Operating modes and features

     

     

  
Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 4 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

Special features
– Clean Air function

830 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for version with external motor
Construction kit 

For details, see kitchen planning aid

Extras for version with external motor
Construction kit 

For details, see kitchen planning aid

DI B  DI B10

Stainless steel DIB10c/816

DI B  DI B12

Stainless steel DIB12c/63008

DI B  DI B14

Stainless steel DIB14c/821

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
68/80 × 1000/1400 × 700 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
550 to 1250 mm (extraction) 
600 to 1250 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

     

   

 

Performance and effectiveness
– 1 metal grease filter

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Optional connection for structural 

ventilation/extraction flap
– Connection for window contact switch
– Clean Air function

750 m3/h 4/6 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Recirculation casing with long-life activated
charcoal filter 

DI SE10

Stainless steel DISE10/076

DI SE12

Stainless steel DISE12/077

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
60 × 1000/1200 × 600 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
550 to 1265 mm (extraction) 
650 to 1340 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

      

 

 

Performance and effectiveness
– 3 metal grease filters

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Easy to operate and clean
– Optional connection for structural 

ventilation/extraction flap

581 m3/h 4 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Recirculation casing
Standard activated charcoal filter
Long-life activated charcoal filter 

DI Premira  DI PQG 10

Stainless steel DIPQG10c/63004

DI Premira  DI PQG 12

Stainless steel DIPQG12c/63005

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
70 × 1000/1200 × 700 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
490 to 1320 mm (extraction) 
580 to 1425 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

     

    
Circulation filter 

maintenance-free 
for 5 years  

Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 7 or 8 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

679 m3/h 4 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Package with 5 kg activated charcoal
Maintenance-free for approx. 5 years
Overall hood height: 665 to 1425 mm

Package with 2.5 kg activated charcoal
Maintenance-free for approx. 3 years
Overall hood height: 580 to 660 mm

DI Premira  DI PQ 10

Glass DIPQ10g/63007
Stainless steel DIPQ10c/63007

DI Premira  DI PQ 13

Glass DIPQ13g/63006
Stainless steel DIPQ13c/63006

Front design

s Glass
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
55 × 1000/1300 × 700 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
475 to 1305 mm (extraction) 
565 to 1410 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

     

   
Circulation filter 

maintenance-free 
for 5 years  

Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 3 or 4 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

700 m3/h 4 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Package with 5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 5 years
Overall hood height: 650 to 1410 mm

Package with 2.5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 3 years
Overall hood height: 565 to 645 mm
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HOODS 
DESIGNER WALL HOODS

DW VHR9

Glass DWVHR9g/62010

Front design

Glass
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
380 × 898 × 339 mm

Appliance height including chimney: 
805 to 1435 mm (extraction) 
463 mm (recirculation, no chimney)

Operating modes and features

     

     

     
Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 2 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

Special features
– Clean Air function

870 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Long-life activated charcoal filter 

DW Premira  DW PQ 9

Glass DWPQ9g/62007
Stainless steel DWPQ9c/62007

DW Premira  DW PQ 12

Glass DWPQ12g/62006
Stainless steel DWPQ12c/62006

Front design

s Glass
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
55 × 900/1200 × 550 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
460 to 1305 mm (extraction) 
565 to 1425 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

     

   
Circulation filter 

maintenance-free 
for 5 years  

Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 3 or 4 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

700 m3/h 2
3

Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Package with 5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 5 years
Overall hood height: 650 to 1425 mm

Package with 2.5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 3 years
Overall hood height: 565 to 645 mm

DW B  DW B9

Stainless steel DWB9c/993

DW B  DW B12

Stainless steel DWB12c/62008

DW B  DW B14

Stainless steel DWB14c/994

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
68/80 × 900/1400 × 550 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
500 to 1150 mm (extraction) 
600 to 1150 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

     

  

 

Performance and effectiveness
– 1 or 2 metal grease filters

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Optional connection for structural 

ventilation/extraction flap
– Connection for window contact switch
– Clean Air function

750 m3/h 4/6 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Recirculation casing with long-life activated 
charcoal filter 

DW VMR9

Glass DWVMR9g/62009

Front design

Glass
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
512 × 898 × 324 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
1045 to 1465 mm (extraction) 
515 mm (recirculation, no chimney)

Operating modes and features

     

     

  
Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 2 metal grease filters
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

823 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Standard activated charcoal filter 

DW Premira  DW PQG 9

Stainless steel DWPQG9c/62004

DW Premira  DW PQG 12

Stainless steel DWPQG12c/62005

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
70 × 900/1200 × 550 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
475 to 1320 mm (extraction) 
665 to 1440 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

     

    
Circulation filter 

maintenance-free 
for 5 years  

Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 3 or 4 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs
– LED with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

679 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Package with 5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 5 years
Overall hood height: 665 to 1410 mm

Package with 2.5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 3 years
Overall hood height: 580 to 660 mm

DW Forano  DW F8

Black glass DWF8g/042

Front design

g
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
470 × 800 × 273 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
740 to 1274 mm (extraction) 
1024 to 1374 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

     

  

Performance and effectiveness
– 4 metal grease filters

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe

Special features
– Automatic opening of the range hood
– Clean Air function

700 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Long-life activated charcoal filter 
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HOODS 
DESIGNER WALL HOODS, BUILT-IN RANGE HOODS AND HOOD FANS

PRODUCT COMPARISON: BUILT-IN 
RANGE HOODS AND HOOD FANS

DF PQ DF PQSL DEHMR DHL DF SLG DEHE

Brochure page 90 90 90 91 91 91

Versions

Stainless steel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Glass front ✓

With glass deflector plate ✓ ✓

120 cm width ✓

110 cm width ✓

90 cm width ✓ ✓ ✓

86 cm width ✓

82.5 cm width

80 cm width ✓

77 cm width ✓

70 cm width ✓

60 cm width ✓ ✓ ✓

52 cm width ✓ ✓

Extraction ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Recirculation with standard activated charcoal filter ✓ ✓

Recirculation with long-life activated charcoal filter ✓ ✓ ✓

Recirculation with 5 kg activated charcoal ✓ ✓

Recirculation with 2.5 kg activated charcoal ✓ ✓

Uses

Perimeter extraction ✓ ✓ ✓

LED lighting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Halogen lamps ✓ ✓

Colour temperature K 3000 3000 3000 4200 2800 2800

Number of grease filters 2/3/4 2/4 1/2 1 1 2

Automatic after-running function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Grease filter cleaning indicator ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Connection for structural ventilation/extraction flap ✓ ✓

Connection for window contact switch ✓ ✓

Operation and display

Sliding switch ✓

Number of power levels 4 4 4 4 3

Fan-speed display ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Built-in range hoods and  
hood fans

DW SE9

Stainless steel DWSE9c/059

DW SE12

Stainless steel DWSE12c/068

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions excluding chimney 

(front height × W × D): 
60 × 598/698/898/1198 × 477 mm 
Appliance height including chimney: 
615 to 1125 mm (extraction) 
700 to 1145 mm (recirculation)

Operating modes and features

     

      

 

Performance and effectiveness
– 2, 3 or 4 metal grease filters

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Easy to operate and clean
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Optional connection for structural 

ventilation/extraction flap

581 m3/h 2/3 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Recirculation casing 
Standard activated charcoal filter 
Long-life activated charcoal filter 
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HOODS 
BUILT-IN RANGE HOODS AND HOOD FANS

Extras for circulation mode
Standard activated charcoal filter 
Long-life activated charcoal filter 

DF SLG6

Stainless steel DFSLG6/384

DF SLG9

Stainless steel DFSLG9/385

Front design

s
– Width-adjustable curved deflector plate 

with aluminium handle
– Appliance dimensions (front 

height × W × D): 
16 × 595/895 × 525 mm

Operating modes and features

     

     

 

 

Performance and effectiveness
– 1 metal grease filter

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Controls outside area affected by grease 

and humidity
– Quick start
– Easy to operate and clean
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Adapter (Ø 150 to 125 mm) supplied free 

of charge

581 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

DH L8

Stainless steel DHL8/64001

DH L11

Stainless steel DHL11/64002

Front design

– Hood fan for concealed installation  
in wall unit

– Appliance dimensions (front 
height × W × D): 
300 × 800/1100 × 300 mm

Operating modes and features

     

     

  

 

Performance and effectiveness
– 1 metal grease filter
– Optimum cooking-zone illumination
– Economical LEDs, 4200 K

Operation and maintenance
– Controls on the appliance
– 4 power levels

Special features
– Very good cooking-vapour capture thanks 

to folding glass plate

560 m3/h 4 Ø
150 mm

DF Premira SL  DF PQSL 6

Stainless steel DFPQSL6c/61008

DF Premira SL  DF PQSL 9

Stainless steel DFPQSL9c/61007
Glass DFPQSL9g/61007

Front design

s Glass
– Appliance dimensions (front 

height × W × D): 
25 × 598/898 × 495 mm

Operating modes and features

     

     

    
Circulation filter 

maintenance-free 
for 5 years  

Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 2 or 4 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Quick start

Special features
– Power levels can be adjusted on deflector 

plate

700 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Package with 5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 5 years

Package with 2.5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 3 years

DEHMR5*

Stainless steel DEHMR5c/61023

DEHMR7*

Stainless steel DEHMR7c/61024

DEHMR8

Stainless steel DEHMR8c/61025

Front design

s
– Hood fan for concealed installation  

in wall unit
– Appliance dimensions (front 

height × W × D): 
330 × 520/770/860 × 300 mm

Operating modes and features

     

     

    
Energy
efficiency  

Performance and effectiveness
– 1 or 2 metal grease filters
– Economical LEDs with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Easy to operate and clean
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Adapter (Ø 150 to 125 mm) supplied free 

of charge

Special features
– Clean Air function

* Power: 640 m3/h, energy efficiency: B.

690 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Long-life activated charcoal filter 

DEHE5

Stainless steel DEHE5/61021

DEHE7

Stainless steel DEHE7/61022

Front design

s
– Hood fan for concealed installation  

in wall unit
– Appliance dimensions (front 

height × W × D): 
310 × 522/702 × 284 mm

Operating modes and features

     

 

 

Performance and effectiveness
– 1 metal grease filter

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Easy to operate and clean
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Adapter (Ø 150 to 125 mm) supplied free 

of charge

600 m3/h 2 Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Standard activated charcoal filter 

DF Premira  DF PQ 6

Stainless steel DFPQ6c/61015

DF Premira  DF PQ 9

Stainless steel DFPW9c/61014

DF Premira  DF PQ 12

Stainless steel DFPW12c/61013

Front design

s
– Appliance dimensions (front 

height × W × D): 
55 × 598/898/1198 × 495 mm

Operating modes and features

     

     

   
Circulation filter 

maintenance-free 
for 5 years  

Energy
efficiency

Performance and effectiveness
– 2, 3 or 4 metal grease filters
– Economical BLDC motor
– Economical LEDs with warm light, 3000 K

Operation and maintenance
– 4 power levels
– Fan-speed display
– Grease filter is dishwasher-safe
– Quick start

Special features
– Power levels can be adjusted on glass 

canopy

680 m3/h 2
3

Ø
150 mm

Extras for circulation mode
Package with 5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 5 years

Package with 2.5 kg activated charcoal 
Maintenance-free for approx. 3 years
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Washing up with an Adora saves not only time but also 
lots of water compared to washing up by hand. V-ZUG 
is the only company to develop and manufacture dish-
washers in Switzerland. Not only are Adora dishwashers 
the only ones in the world to feature SteamFinish, they 
also have a comprehensive range of programmes such 
as Sprint, Fondue/Raclette and a special programme for 

glasses. At the same time, they are also very easy to use, 
thanks to, for example, the convenient cutlery drawer and 
the automatic door opener for optimum drying. In addi-
tion, the Adora SL WP is the world’s first dishwasher with 
heat-pump technology, thus setting new standards in terms 
of resource consumption. 

Dishwashers

Dishwashers
Adora dishwashers
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40

Energy
efficiency

Tested and confirmed by:

DISHWASHERS

The Adora SL WP dishwasher combines tried-and-tested 
technology with an innovative way to produce heat. 
V-ZUG Ltd is the first manufacturer to integrate a highly 
efficient heat pump into a dishwasher. This reduces 
electricity consumption by nearly half compared to 
conventional dishwashers.

Developed and manufactured in Switzerland: experience 
the energy-saving dishwashers from V-ZUG.

WORLD’S FIRST  
DISHWASHER WITH  
HEAT-PUMP TECHNOLOGY

The Adora dishwashers from V-ZUG feature unique 
programmes to guarantee sparkling clean dishes every 
time. Perfect results are achieved quickly, quietly and 
economically. However, Adora also stands for modern 
design and elegance in individual versions. 

Developed and manufactured in Switzerland: experience 
sparkling results with SteamFinish.

STEAMFINISH – PURE STEAM 
FOR A SPARKLING SHINE

Sparkling clean in just 19 minutes

When you need quick results, for ex-

ample at a party, the sprint programme on the 

Adora SL WP takes just 22 minutes, or 19 minutes 

on the SL, depending on the electrical connection.
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4 LED interior lighting

No need to turn on the kitchen light just to put a glass in the dishwasher – the new pleasant 

LED interior lighting installed in the SL model means this is no longer necessary. Four LED lamps 

in the interior make it easier to fill and empty the dishwasher.

Automatic door opener

With the door opener, the door is automatically opened approximately 100 mm following 

the wash programme. This helps to cut the drying time, particularly for plastic containers.  

The door opener also saves valuable energy and is automatic, so it even works if the dishwasher 

starts overnight.

Vario cutlery basket insert

Items of cutlery such as ladles, wooden spoons, 

whisks, spatulas and long meat knives can be 

placed in the Vario cutlery basket insert. 

Height-adjustable

Even when loaded, the top basket can be 

moved into seven different positions in just one 

simple step. This means, for example, you can 

put large plates underneath and tall glasses 

on top.

Generous measurements

The washing compartment has been made 

bigger in the 60  cm wide dishwasher. The 

new V-ZUG extra height Euro dishwashers with 

cutlery drawer can take up to 160  items of 

crockery, cutlery and glasses. This corresponds 

to 14 standard place settings.

Extra height
with cutlery drawer

Extra height

30 cm

27 cm
24 cm

33 cm

20 cm
18 cm

32 cm 30 cm

DISHWASHERS

AMAZING EQUIPMENT

CONVENIENCE 
REDEFINED – ERGOPLUS 
CUTLERY DRAWER

The new drawer developed by V-ZUG offers an ergonomic 
way to put cutlery in the machine in a structured 
compartment. This means that the individual pieces do not 
touch, thus helping to ensure that the cutlery is completely 
clean and preventing any scratches. “Plus” stands for 
14 place settings, which represent optimum use of the extra 
height dishwasher. The further benefits of the new drawer 
are the height-adjustable wing elements to the left and 
right, as well as the removable wing element that provides 
space for long-stemmed glasses.

The Adora not only offers the largest washing compartment, 
it also provides an excellent selection of baskets, inserts 
and fittings which can be combined in various ways. 

CONVENIENT,  
SPACIOUS BASKETS

The extra height dishwashers have amazing 

amounts of space

These jumbo dishwashers have 6.5 cm more height in the 

washing compartment. Plates with a diameter of up to 33 cm 

can fit in the bottom basket and glasses of up to 27.5 mm 

in the top basket.
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GS appliance measurements

DISHWASHERS 
DESIGN INTEGRATED

PRODUCT COMPARISON: DISHWASHERS

Adora SL WP Adora SL Adora S Adora N

Brochure page 99/101 99/101 100/102/103 100/102/103

Versions

Extra height ✓ ✓ ✓

Fully integratable ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Stainless steel ✓ ✓

Black design ✓ ✓

Features

Energy efficiency A+++/–40% A+++/–10% A+++/–10% A+

Heat pump ✓

ergoPlus cutlery drawer — /✓

LED interior lighting ✓ ✓

Automatic door opener ✓ ✓ ✓

Unique V-ZUG innovations

Sprint programme* min. 22 19

Intelligent four-way sensor system ✓ ✓

Limescale sensor ✓ ✓ ✓

SteamFinish ✓ ✓

Daily Quick programme ✓ ✓

Height-adjustable top basket ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Uses

Number of place settings 13 13/14 13 13

Simple installation in tall unit ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Number of programmes 10 10 8 5

All-in-one option ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Hygiene programme ✓ ✓ ✓

Childproof lock ✓ ✓ ✓

Operation and display

Delayed start ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Plain text display (15 languages) ✓ ✓

7-segment display ✓

Appliance height

Standard mm 867–907 780–896 780–896 780–896

Extra height mm 845–961 845–961 845–961

* Depending on the electrical connection.

Adora 60 SLWP di

Standard GS60SLZWPdi/41009

The first with
heat-pump technology

Front design

g
– Black design/chrome designer handle
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

       
13

 
4

 

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 6 l/0.49 kWh/46 dB(A)

40  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Vario cutlery basket insert 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 SL di

Standard  GS60SLZdi/41005
Extra height GS60SLZGdi/41007

Front design

g
– Black design/chrome designer handle
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

       

 
13

 
4

  

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 5 l/0.7 kWh/42 dB(A)

10  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Vario cutlery basket insert 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 SL di with cutlery drawer

Extra height GS60SLZGdiB/41042

Front design

g
– Black design/chrome designer handle
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

       

  
14

 
4

  

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 5 l/0.8 kWh/42 dB(A)

10  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

For accessories, see page 103 For accessories, see page 103
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DISHWASHERS 
FULLY INTEGRATED

 
DESIGN INTEGRATED

Adora 60 S di

Standard  GS60SZdi/41010
Extra height GS60SZGdi/41037

Front design

g
– Black design/chrome designer handle
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

   
13

  

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 7 l/0.73 kWh/44 dB(A)

10  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
 – Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 N di

Standard  GS60NZdi/41011

Front design

g
– Black design/chrome designer handle
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

      
9

 

 
13

  

 

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 9.2 l/0.99 kWh/44 dB(A)

Energy
efficiency  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• 2 folding glass supports

– Lower rack features 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

For accessories, see page 103 For accessories, see page 103

Adora 60 SLWP Vi

Standard GS60SLZWPVi/41038

The first with
heat-pump technology

Front design

i
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

       

 
13

 
4

 

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 6 l/0.49 kWh/46 dB(A)
(Eco programme)

40  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Vario cutlery basket insert 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 SL Vi with cutlery drawer

Extra height GS60SLZGViB/41043

Front design

i
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

       

   
14

 
4

  

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 5 l/0.8 kWh/40 dB(A)

10  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 SL Vi

Standard  GS60SLZVi/41006
Extra height GS60SLZGVi/41008

Front design

i
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

       

  
13

 
4

  

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 5 l/0.7 kWh/40 dB(A)

10  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Vario cutlery basket insert 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection
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Adora 60 S Vi

Standard  GS60SZVi/41035
Extra height GS60SZGVi/41036

Front design

i
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

    
13

 

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 7 l/0.73 kWh/43 dB(A)

10  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
 – Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 N Vi

Standard  GS60NZVi/41030
Extra height GS60NZGVi/41032

Front design

i
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

      
9

 

 
13

  

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 9.2 l/0.99 kWh/44 dB(A)

Energy
efficiency  

Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• 2 folding glass supports

– Lower rack features 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 Si

Standard  GS60SZi/41034
Extra height  GS60SZGi/41016

Front design

s
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

       

       

   
13

  

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 7 l/0.73 kWh/44 dB(A)

10  
Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• Row of folding pins 
• 4 folding glass supports 
• Small cutlery basket

– Lower rack features 
• 4 rows of folding pins 
• MultiFlex zone 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Adora 60 Ni

Standard  GS60NZi/41029

Front design

s
– For appliance dimensions, see page 98

Programmes and features

      
9

 

 
13

   

Water/electricity consumption/noise level
From 9.2 l/0.99 kWh/44 dB(A)

Energy
efficiency  

Drying
effect  

Additional features
– Special hot-water connection function
– LED indicating salt/shine agent top-up
– Upper rack features 

• 3 racks 
• Additional row for glasses 
• 2 folding glass supports

– Lower rack features 
• Large cutlery basket 
• Basket handle

– Easy pin extensions

Safety systems
– Leak protection

Accessories GS

For accessories, see page 103

Accessories for dishwashers

Adora 60 SL di/Sdi/Ndi

– Stainless steel front design 
• Height: 632 mm 
• Height: 697 mm 

– Black glass front design 
• Height: 632 mm  
• Height: 697 mm

– Cup rack in bottom basket 
(space for 18 cups)

– Vario cutlery basket insert

Adora 60 SL Vi/S Vi/N Vi

– Cup rack in bottom basket 
(space for 18 cups)

– Vario cutlery basket insert

Adora 60 Si/Ni

– Stainless steel front design 
• Height: 632 mm 
• Height: 697 mm 

– Cup rack in bottom basket 
(space for 18 cups)

– Vario cutlery basket insert

DISHWASHERS 
SEMI-INTEGRATED

 
FULLY INTEGRATED
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V-ZUG refrigerators are the only ones to be developed 
and produced in Switzerland. The production site in Arbon 
on Lake Constance is continuously being modernised to 
ensure that Swiss cutting-edge technology is just as 
sensational when it comes to refrigerators. The new 
Prestige P 60i eco combines impressive quality with a 
large usable capacity of 276 l. The Prestige P 60i eco 

saves an amazing 30% energy compared to its 
predecessor. With annual energy consumption of just 
154 kWh, this refrigerator uses less energy than an 18 W 
energy-saving bulb. There are no compromises when it 
comes to design either. The impressive features are 
underlined by the use of stainless steel.

Refrigerators

Refrigerators
Refrigerators
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REFRIGERATORS 

V-ZUG refrigerators provide ideal storage conditions for a 
wide range of different foods. Valuable nutrients and food 
quality are preserved for significantly longer. All models 
have outstanding energy figures, feature clever innovations 
and are impressively easy to use.

Arbon development and production site

We develop and manufacture the most modern refrigerators for both 

the local and international markets at our Arbon site, which has a floor 

area of around 22,000 square metres. Refrigeration equipment has 

been made at this site for over 60 years. The knowledge that comes from 

this experience is incorporated into new developments, guaranteeing 

innovative product solutions and the very best quality. The vast majority 

of our refrigerator portfolio is manufactured in Switzerland.

REFRIGERATION 
TECHNOLOGY FROM 
V-ZUG – EXPERIENCE 
MARKET FRESHNESS

High-quality, innovative design

This new, elegant and purist design in brushed 

stainless steel makes the Prestige P 60i eco 

refrigerator a real design icon in the kitchen.

EVEN BETTER STORAGE IN 
MULTI-ZONE APPLIANCES

Multi-zone appliances not only have a traditional cooling 
area and a freezing compartment, they also have an 
additional cold storage compartment and/or a cellar 
compartment. These additional temperature zones allow 
foods to be stored even better so they keep fresh for longer.

Fresh
Control

FreshControl zone

The FreshControl zone is based on professional cooling 

technology with the temperature controlled exactly to approximately 

0.5°C to meet the most exacting of requirements. The humidity in the 

drawers can also be adjusted. Meat, fish, poultry and sausages keep 

fresh longer with lower humidity and vegetables, salad, herbs and fruit 

at higher humidity.

Cellar
The cellar compartment: ideal for beverages 

as well as foods which are sensitive to cold

With its mild temperature of 8°C to 12°C, the cellar compartment is 

the perfect place to store foods that are sensitive to the cold, such 

as potatoes and exotic fruit. Drinks are chilled to a pleasant drinking 

temperature. The bottle drawer on rails is particularly handy. It contains 

a removable drinks basket which fits six bottles.

HygienePlus – a new era for hygiene

Thanks to innovative types of plastic, you will now benefit from 

improved hygiene in your refrigerator. The growth and spread of harmful 

micro-organisms on the surfaces of the inner walls and refrigerator door 

is greatly reduced. This means that the development of unpleasant 

odours is also prevented.
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REFRIGERATORS 

Separate temperature control

Temperature setting accurate to the degree and 

digital display

TouchControl operation

Smart-rack system: the clever 

fixing system means no shelves are 

required

The smart-rack system makes adjusting the 

racks and removing them for cleaning quick 

and easy. The racks simply click into strips on 

the side walls. The system guarantees a firm 

hold and also allows the full width of the rack 

to be used.

Plenty of space, even for big things

The short racks and splittable racks provide 

plenty of space for very tall containers.

SoftClose – gentle, safe door 

closing

The new door-closing system increases us-

er-friendliness even further. However forcefully 

you close the door, the movement is braked 

and the door closes gently and quietly. Fully 

integrated models are fitted with this function.

EASE OF USE FOR 
DISCERNING USERS

Additional functions can be activated and deactivated as required.

 ■ Quick cooling/quick freezing function

Foods are chilled quickly and gently, as soon as they are placed in the 

refrigeration or freezing compartment.

 ■ Holiday function

On appliances with a separate cooling function, the refrigerator section 

can be deactivated using the holiday function. This is recommended 

for extended periods of absence and saves even more energy. The 

freezer section continues to operate as normal.

 ■ Sabbath mode

“Deep sleep” for the refrigerator: the LED lighting and the display fields 

are deactivated for 28 hours.

Sophisticated electronics make for ease of use, excellent 
convenience and a clear overview of the temperature 
set and the functions activated.

Excellent light distribution in all tem-

perature zones thanks to LED lights

A modern lighting system with quality LEDs 

distributes light perfectly all around the refriger-

ator, even when it is packed full. This applies 

not only to the main cooling compartment, 

but also to the FreshControl zones, the cellar 

compartment and the separate freezer com-

partment.

The new, exclusive shelf and the steamer accessories mean 
the refrigerator can provide perfect support for complex 
recipes. The pull-out accessories also provide added 
benefits for everyday use.

Loading – cooling – preparing

Complicated recipes with long preparation times highlight the importance of good organisation 

in the kitchen. The new, exclusive shelf and the steamer accessories mean the refrigerator can be 

used to cool foods that have already been prepared before the next stage of the process (e.g. 

baking, steaming). The benefits of the refrigerator are used and all remains calm in the kitchen. 

The new shelf and the steamer accessories fit in the following refrigerators:
 ■ Prestige P 60i eco (model 51052)
 ■ Prestige 60i eco (model 51045)
 ■ Futura 60i eco (model 51061)

PERFECT LIGHTING AND 
EXCLUSIVE SHELF FOR 
STEAMER ACCESSORIES

Glass rack with shelf
For Gastronorm containers: 
Trim panel, white plastic
Trim panel, brushed stainless steel

Unperforated plastic container, ½ GN
Height: 65 mm

Unperforated stainless-steel cooking tray, 
½ GN
Height: 40 mm
Height: 65 mm

White porcelain dish, ½ GN
Height: 65 mm

Legend for Gastronorm (GN) dimensions
½ GN: 325 × 265 mm (W × D)

Gastronorm accessories text anchor
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REFRIGERATORS 

PRODUCT COMPARISON: REFRIGERATORS
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Brochure page 111 111 112 112 112 113 114 114 114 115 115 115 117

Versions

Installation height cm 177.8 177.8 177.8 177.8 177.8 177.8 152.4 152.4 152.4 152.4 152.4 82–89 87.4–88

1-door ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

2-door ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Door stop R R R R L/R L/R R R R R R R R

Fully integrable ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Black glass ✓

Usable capacity, total l 262 312 276 276 303 296 225 252 256 281 281 126 149

Freezer compartment l 48 68 73 73 71 32 72 71 24 24 24 18

Energy efficiency class A++ A++ A+++ A+++ A++ A+++ A+++ A++ A++ A+++ A++ A++ A

Unique V-ZUG innovations

FreshControl zone ✓ ✓  

Cellar compartment ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Wine climate zone ✓

Uses

LED lights ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Splittable racks or short racks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Bottle drawer ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Operation and display

Separate temperature control ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Digital display ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TouchControl ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Quick cooling and/or quick freezing ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Holiday function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Sabbath mode ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SoftClose ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

HygienePlus ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Cooltronic 60i 

Fully integrable KC60i/51029

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1776 × 548 × 545 mm

   
6

    
Energy
efficiency  

Fresh
Control

– 0.24 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 262 l
– Fridge compartment: 214 l, of which 

FreshControl zone: 39 l
– Freezer compartment: 48 l

Fridge compartment features
– 4 Smart glass shelves, of which 

2 height-adjustable and 1 short shelf 
– 1 large fruit and vegetable tray
– 4 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 2 drawers
– 1 ice cube tray

Accessories
– Berry tray

Noblesse 60i 

Fully integrable KN60i/51028

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1776 × 548 × 545 mm

   
6

    
Energy
efficiency  

Cellar

– 0.19 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 312 l
– Fridge compartment: 244 l
– Freezer compartment: 68 l

Fridge compartment features
– 5 Smart glass shelves, of which 

2 height-adjustable and 1 short shelf 
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 4 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 2 support wire shelves
– 1 ice cube tray
– 2 internal door compartments
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REFRIGERATORS 

Magnum 60i eco 

Fully integrable KM60i/51031eco

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1776 × 548 × 545 mm

  
4

   
Energy
efficiency  

– 0.14 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 296 l
– Fridge compartment: 264 l
– Freezer compartment: 32 l

Fridge compartment features
– 5 glass shelves, of which  

3 height-adjustable and 1 splittable
– 2 spacious vegetable trays
– 5 spacious door trays
– 1 movable divider
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 1 support wire shelf
– 1 ice cube tray

Accessories
– Bottle rack

Prestige 60i eco  

Fully integrable KPR60i/51045eco

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1776 × 548 × 545 mm

   
5

    
Energy
efficiency  

– 0.15 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 276 l
– Fridge compartment: 203 l
– Freezer compartment: 73 l

Fridge compartment features
– 5 Smart glass shelves, of which  

3 height-adjustable and 1 short shelf
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 5 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 3 drawers
– 1 ice cube tray

Accessories
– Berry tray
– For shelf and steamer accessories,  

see page 109

Prestige 60i 

Fully integrable KPR60i/51027

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1776 × 548 × 545 mm

   
4

    
Energy
efficiency  

– 0.21 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 303 l
– Fridge compartment: 232 l
– Freezer compartment: 71 l

Fridge compartment features
– 5 Smart glass shelves, of which  

3 height-adjustable and 1 short shelf
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 5 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 3 drawers
– 1 ice cube tray

Accessories
– Berry tray

Prestige P 60i eco 

Fully integrable KPRP60i/51052eco

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1776 × 548 × 545 mm

   
5

    
Energy
efficiency  

– 0.15 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 276 l
– Fridge compartment: 203 l
– Freezer compartment: 73 l

Fridge compartment features
– 5 Smart glass shelves, of which  

3 height-adjustable and 1 short shelf
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 5 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 3 drawers
– 1 ice cube tray

Accessories
– Berry tray
– For shelf and steamer accessories,  

see page 109
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Futura 60i eco

Fully integrable KF60i/51061eco

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1522 × 548 × 545 mm

  
5

    
Energy
efficiency  

–  0.17 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 225 l
– Fridge compartment: 153 l
– Freezer compartment: 72 l

Fridge compartment features
– 4 Smart glass shelves, of which  

2 height-adjustable and 1 short shelf
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 4 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 3 drawers
– 1 ice cube tray

Accessories
– Berry tray
– For shelf and steamer accessories,  

see page 109

Futura 60i 

Fully integrable KF60i/51020

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1522 × 548 × 545 mm

  
4

    
Energy
efficiency  

–  0.23 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 252 l
– Fridge compartment: 181 l
– Freezer compartment: 71 l

Fridge compartment features
– 4 Smart glass shelves, of which  

2 height-adjustable and 1 short shelf
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 4 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 3 drawers
– 1 ice cube tray

Accessories
– Berry tray

Royal 60i 

Fully integrable KR60i/51018

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1522 × 548 × 545 mm

  
4

    
Energy
efficiency  

Fresh
Control  

Cellar

 –  0.23 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 256 l
– Fridge compartment: 232 l, of which 

FreshControl zone: 24 l
– Freezer compartment: 24 l

Fridge compartment features
– 2 height-adjustable Smart glass shelves
– 5 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 1 support wire shelf
– 1 ice cube tray

De Luxe 60i  

Fully integrable KL60i/51064

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1522 × 548 × 545 mm

  
4

    
Energy
efficiency  

Cellar

–  0.20 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 281 l
– Fridge compartment: 257 l
– Freezer compartment: 24 l

Fridge compartment features
– 5 Smart glass shelves, of which  

3 height-adjustable
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 5 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 1 support wire shelf
– 1 ice cube tray

De Luxe 60i eco  

Fully integrable KL60i/51060eco

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

1522 × 548 × 545 mm

  
4

    
Energy
efficiency  

Cellar

–  0.14 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 281 l
– Fridge compartment: 257 l
– Freezer compartment: 24 l

Fridge compartment features
– 5 Smart glass shelves, of which  

3 height-adjustable
– 1 spacious vegetable tray
– 5 spacious door trays
– 2 egg holders for 12 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 1 support wire shelf
– 1 ice cube tray

Komfort 60i  

Fully integrable KK60i/51048

Appliance information

i
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

819–869 × 597 × 545 mm

1

  
Energy
efficiency

– 0.32 kWh per 100 l of usable capacity  
in 24 hrs

– Total usable capacity: 126 l
– Fridge compartment: 108 l
– Freezer compartment: 18 l

Fridge compartment features 
– 3 glass shelves, of which 

2 height-adjustable and 1 splittable
– 2 spacious vegetable  

trays in the base with cover
– 3 door trays, including 1 with  

2 sliding compartments
– 1 egg holder for 6 eggs

Freezer compartment features
– 1 ice cube tray

Accompaniment
– Assembly kit for under stone worktop
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COOLING 
WINE COOLER

The Winecooler SL from V-ZUG, the first built-in wine 
cooler with two height-adjustable climate zones, does 
not hide your wine away from your guests.

Wine cooler

A REAL WINE 
CONNOISSEUR

Maximum flexibility with two climate zones 

The two height-adjustable climate zones for white and red wine can be 

set independently to the perfect accurate-to-the-degree temperature. 

The range goes from 5°C to 18°C. 

Fine wine in fine surroundings – thanks to full integration 

The Winecooler SL has a harmonious exclusive design structure typical 

of the new FutureLine design from V-ZUG. The black glass front means 

it makes a perfect, subtle addition to any kitchen. The quality, radiation-

impermeable glass door also protects the wine against unwanted UV 

radiation from sunlight.

LED light sources ensure optimum light distribution 

The interior is evenly lit by four modern LED light sources which are 

fully integrated into the sides. The cold light does not affect the cooling 

climate and can be set to be on permanently even with the door closed 

if required. This showcases your fine wines for your guests.

SoftClose – gentle, safe door closing

The new door-closing system increases user-friendliness even 

further. However forcefully you close the door, the movement is braked 

and the door closes gently and quietly.

Quiet storage

Specially developed floating compressors guarantee the wine is stored 

in a vibration-free, quiet environment.

Wine cooler

Winecooler SL 60 

Black glass KWSL60/629

Front design

g
– Black design designer handle 
– Appliance dimensions (H × W × D): 

886 × 594 × 566 mm

  
4

    
Energy
efficiency  

Wine

Appliance information
– Energy consumption at 12°C interior 

temperature: 0.27 kWh/24 hrs
– Usable capacity: 149 l

Features 
– Setting range for each zone: 5°C to 18°C
– 2 digital displays for separate zones
– Height-adjustable intermediate bottom for 

white/red wine
– Supercool function for fast cooling in the 

white-wine zone
– Chrome-plated support wire shelves in the 

V-ZUG design style
– Switch for permanent internal lighting
– Capacity: at least 36 bottles of 0.75 l

Options
– Chrome designer handle
– Chrome bar handle

The right temperature makes all the difference 

The pleasure derived from a wine is primarily dependent on its quality. 

But that is not all: the selection of glasses and, above all, the correct 

serving temperature also play an important role. 

Champagne and sparkling wines 5°C to 7°C

Dry white wines 8°C to 10°C

Semi-sweet rosé and white wines 10°C to 13°C

Light red wines 14°C to 16°C

Full-bodied red wines 17°C to 18°C

Perfect environment for wines

The automatic humidity control system guarantees perfect storage 

conditions for your wine. It also prevents the corks drying out.
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V-ZUG has been producing washing machines since the 
1920s and over the decades has continued to set standards 
in terms of functionality and design. The Adora SLQ WP 
is the most environmentally friendly washing machine of all 
time. Thanks to its innovative heat-pump technology, the 
top model sets completely new standards in terms of 
preserving resources – worldwide. Of course the Adora, 

which has won prizes for energy efficiency and design, 
not only protects the environment, but also has convincing 
new features such as a 29-minute sprint programme and 
the innovative Steam Anti-Crease programme. Leading 
washing machine technology – developed and produced 
in Switzerland.

Adora washing machines 

Laundry
Adora washing machines
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA WASHING MACHINES

The Adora SLQ WP is the most environmentally friendly 
washing machine of all time. Its innovative heat-pump 
technology means the top model Adora SLQ WP sets 
completely new standards when it comes to electricity 
consumption. The highly efficient heat-pump technology 
makes even the everyday programmes on the Adora SLQ 
WP very economical and makes a valuable contribution 
to environmental protection, wash after wash, day after day.

THE WORLD’S FIRST 
WASHING MACHINE 
WITH HEAT-PUMP 
TECHNOLOGY
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA WASHING MACHINES

WORLD FIRST – VIBRATION 
ABSORBING SYSTEM (VAS):  
UNBEATABLY QUIET

Washing piled up on one 
side causes imbalance.

The sensor detects this  
and compensates by  
adding water.

This recentres the drum and 
makes it quieter.

Benefits
The VAS has many benefits. On the one hand, 

the appliance spins very quietly with low levels 

of vibration. This extends the service life of the 

washing machine. On the other hand, it achieves 

the maximum spin speeds required. Spinning 

washing really well reduces drying time. Thanks 

to the VAS, all Adora washing machines meet the 

increased requirements of the SIA 181 standard 

and can therefore safely be used in apartments 

above ground level without additional structural 

changes.

Function
Spinning the washing creates imbalance in the 

drum. At the start of the spin cycle, the intelli-

gent sensor system calculates the position and 

level of imbalance. The imbalance is compen-

sated and balanced out by filling water into 

the appropriate vanes. This measurement and 

compensation process is repeated throughout 

the spin cycle.

Operation
You do not need to worry about anything, all 

washing machines apply the VAS completely 

automatically with every wash.

WORLD FIRST – STEAM 
ANTI-CREASE INSTEAD OF 
IRONING

Without 
Steam Anti- 

Crease: full of 
creases

With Steam 
Anti-Crease: 
lovely and 

smooth

Benefits
The innovative Steam Anti-Crease programme 

saves considerable time as it renders ironing 

superfluous in most cases.

Function
The steam produced in the washing machine 

is passed through fine openings in the drum to 

the washing. There, it releases its energy and 

removes the creases from the laundry items.

Operation
Steam Anti-Crease is most suitable for shirts, 

blouses and T-shirts. This world first can be 

programmed as an add-on directly after virtu-

ally all programmes. It can also be applied to 

washing that has already been dried and left 

lying around as a separate Steam Anti-Crease 

programme. The washing should be hung up 

to dry as quickly as possible after the Steam 

Anti-Crease programme. This achieves the best 

results.

Praise from others
The Swiss textile testing institute 

TESTEX has evidenced and 

confirmed the excellent results of 

the Steam Anti-Crease pro-

gramme.
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA WASHING MACHINES

The gentle power of water for your 

most delicate items of clothing

It is the dawn of a new era for washing, espe-

cially for your delicates. Whether it is a little 

black dress, a long ball gown or a delicate 

ruched blouse – any delicates that can be 

washed in water can simply be chucked in the 

washing machine. But only if it says Adora SLQ 

on it.

WORLD FIRST – WETCLEAN:  
WATER IN ITS GENTLEST ROLE YET

V-ZUG makes the finest sprinkling jets 

We are not only careful in our use of water, 

we are also intelligent. We have developed 

a completely new technology to ensure the 

gentle power of water is used for really gentle 

cleaning. The new Adora SLQ has a separate 

internal circulation system. The special distri-

bution nozzles mean the washing is gently 

sprinkled with water from above and thus wet-

ted gently. The result is a very gentle, delicate 

cleaning process, a kind of pampering session 

for your textiles.

You rock gently with things you love

Your favourite clothes need to be handled as 

gently as a baby by its mother. Gentle rocking 

between the specially designed vanes and 

the new microstructure of the drum with nearly 

14,000 fine openings also add to the gentle 

power of the water. This means the washing is 

evenly and very gently wetted. Now and then, 

the washing is gently turned to ensure careful, 

all-round cleaning.

The new drum with microstructure

Although the V-ZUG drum has been the market leader for some 20 years, 

we have still developed and improved it again. The result is a completely 

new surface structure, a microstructure with nearly 14,000 specially 

shaped openings. They make sure your washing is soaked and yet still 

protected better than ever before. For a load of up to 8 kg of dry washing. 

Practical tests at the Swiss textile testing institute TESTEX prove that the 

drum provides maximum protection for your washing.

1–8 kg

WORLD FIRST – ANTI-MITE: 
WATER AS AN “ANTI-ALLERGEN”

Allergies affect health. The numbers of sufferers is on the 
increase, and rising numbers of children suffering from 
allergies are bad news in particular. So allergens need to 
be taken seriously: they are lurking everywhere, even in 
textiles. V-ZUG has succeeded in researching new ways of 
banishing them. 

In cooperation with with the aha! Swiss Allergy Centre: 

The result is a comprehensive skin protection system in the new 

Adora: a welcome innovation for anyone suffering from allergies. 

V-ZUG has been working with leading specialists in its hunt for 

innovative solutions to protect allergy sufferers.

The innovative anti-mite programme lets allergy-

sufferers breathe easier

Allergens are what trigger allergies. These include excretions from 

the house dust mite, which can cause respiratory problems. House 

dust mites are very robust. But they cannot survive the new Adora 

anti-mite programme.
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Fabric selection

Down

UnderwearSilks

Outdoor garm.

SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA WASHING MACHINES

Adora SLQ WP Adora SLQ Adora SL Adora S Adora L

Brochure page 128 128 128 129 129

Versions

Heat-pump technology ✓

Front loader ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Design Stainless steel/black design ✓/– ✓/– ✓/– –/✓ –/✓

Chrome door ✓ ✓ ✓

White door ✓ ✓

Door stop l/r l/r l/r l/r l/r 

Capacity kg 1–8 1–8 1–8 1–8 1–8

Drum volume l 60 60 60 60 60

Energy efficiency class A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++

 Better than energy efficiency class A+++ –50% –30% –20% –10% –10%

Spin-drying efficiency class A A A A A

Uses

WetClean ✓ ✓

Steam Anti-Crease ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Hygiene recommendation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Appliance hygiene ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Anti-mite ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Vibration Absorbing System (VAS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fast sprint programmes 20°C to 60°C ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Favourites ✓ ✓ ✓

Fabric types ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Extra programmes ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Eco function ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Degree of soiling ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Spin speed rpm 400–1600 400–1600 400–1600 400–1500 400–1500

Turbidity Sensor ✓ ✓

Part load economy system ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fleet recirculation ✓ ✓

Operation 

Pivoting control panel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Panel Acrylic glass Acrylic glass Acrylic glass Film Film

Control TouchControl TouchControl TouchControl Buttons Buttons

Display TouchDisplay, 10 languages TouchDisplay, 10 languages Plain text, 2 lines, 10 languages Plain text, 2 lines, 10 languages Digital, 4 characters

Standby energy save mode (0 W) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Delayed start up to 24 hrs ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

PRODUCT COMPARISON: ADORA WASHING MACHINES

THE NEW DETERGENT DISPENSER DRAWER

The detergent dispenser drawer of the new 

Adora generation has an innovative design 

and generous compartments. The design of the 

drawer also makes it easier to clean.

The new pivoting control panel

The control panel is now in the middle of the appliance. The panel is 

ergonomically designed for both left- and right-handers. To make sure 

that all the controls and display elements are perfectly visible, the posi-

tion of the panel can be adjusted by 45° with a quick swivel movement.

A pin-sharp TouchDisplay with explanatory pictures and 
symbols, simple touch-screen operation instead of pressing 
buttons and knobs and, on top of all this, the clear “Press 
and go” system. Using a washing machine has never been 
as simple, intuitive and innovative as with the new Adora 
models.

EASY TO OPERATE
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA WASHING MACHINES

Type of construction
– Front loader
– Free-standing machine, stackable
– Door stop left/right
– Loading opening: Ø 35 cm
– Door opening angle: 180° 

Adora S

Black design WAASZ/11002

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 597 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–8 kg
 

20–95
     

      

   
MAX
1500    

   

10  
Spinning 
efficiency  

Short programmes 
Daily 40°C/60°C 75/90 min.
Sprint 40°C/60°C 35/45 min.

Additional programmes
– Skin protection, appliance hygiene
– Soaking, rinsing
– Conditioning, starching
– Soap wash, bio wash
– Spinning, 400–1500 rpm

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– Plain text display, 2 lines
– Fully electronic control
– Time display, programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Part load economy system

Safety systems 
– Vibration Absorbing System (VAS)
– Childproof lock
– Foam monitoring
– Leak protection
– Inlet hose with Aqua-Stop

Adora L

Black design WAALZ/11001

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 597 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–8 kg
 

20–95
     

     
MAX
1500  

    

 

10  
Spinning 
efficiency  

Short programmes 
Daily 40°C/60°C 75/90 min.
Sprint 40°C/60°C 35/45 min.

Additional programmes
– Skin protection
– Soaking, rinsing
– Conditioning, starching
– Soap wash, bio wash
– Spinning, 400–1500 rpm

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– Digital display, 4 characters
– Fully electronic control
– Programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Part load economy system

Safety systems 
– Vibration Absorbing System (VAS)
– Childproof lock
– Foam monitoring
– Leak protection
– Inlet hose with Aqua-Stop

Adora SLQ

Stainless steel WAASLQZc/11006

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 597 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–8 kg
 

20–95
     

      

     
MAX
1600  

      

30  
Spinning 
efficiency  

Short programmes 
Daily 40°C/60°C 74/92 min.
Sprint 40°C/60°C 35/48 min.

Additional programmes
– Skin protection, appliance hygiene
– Soaking, rinsing
– Conditioning, starching, proofing
– Soap wash, bio wash
– Spinning, 400–1600 rpm

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– TouchDisplay
– Fully electronic control
– Time display, programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Part load economy system

Safety systems 
– Vibration Absorbing System (VAS)
– Childproof lock
– Foam monitoring
– Leak protection
– Inlet hose with Aqua-Stop

Adora SLQ WP

Stainless steel WAASLQWPZc/11004

The first with
heat-pump technology

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 597 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–8 kg
 

20–95
     

      

     
MAX
1600  

      

50  
Spinning 
efficiency  

Short programmes 
Daily 40°C/60°C 74/92 min.
Sprint 40°C/60°C 35/48 min.

Additional programmes
– Skin protection, appliance hygiene
– Soaking, rinsing
– Conditioning, starching, proofing
– Soap wash, bio wash
– Spinning, 400–1600 rpm

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– TouchDisplay
– Fully electronic control
– Time display, programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Part load economy system

Safety systems 
– Vibration Absorbing System (VAS)
– Childproof lock
– Foam monitoring
– Leak protection
– Inlet hose with Aqua-Stop

Adora SL

Stainless steel WAASLZc/11003

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 597 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–8 kg
 

20–95
     

      

    
MAX
1600   

    

20  
Spinning 
efficiency  

Short programmes 
Daily 40°C/60°C 77/95 min.
Sprint 40°C/60°C 34/48 min.

Additional programmes
– Skin protection, appliance hygiene
– Soaking, rinsing
– Conditioning, starching, proofing
– Soap wash, bio wash
– Spinning, 400–1600 rpm

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– Plain text display, 2 lines
– Fully electronic control
– Time display, programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Part load economy system

Safety systems 
– Vibration Absorbing System (VAS)
– Childproof lock
– Foam monitoring
– Leak protection
– Inlet hose with Aqua-Stop
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Drying washing with a prestige Adora tumble dryer makes 
looking after your clothes easier while at the same time 
improving efficiency. Its strengths really come to the fore 
when combined with an Adora washing machine, whether 
installed side by side or stacked. The washing is gently 
dried in the large drum and is cupboard-dry and ready 

to wear again in no time. The heat-pump dryers, which 
are developed and produced in Zug, also have 
outstanding environmental credentials and excellent 
energy efficiency figures. The Adora TSL WP model was 
recently named the most resource-friendly dryer in Europe.

Adora heat-pump dryers

Adora heat-pump dryers
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ADORA HEAT-PUMP DRYER – 
USE IN CONFINED SPACES

CLEAR AND CONVENIENT – 
UNIQUELY USER-FRIENDLY

MADE-TO-MEASURE  
DRYING THANKS  
TO HUGE SELECTION  
OF PROGRAMMES

SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA HEAT-PUMP DRYERS

Energy
efficiency

The new Adora tumble dryers have 

impressively low consumption figures

The top model in efficiency class A+++ achieves top marks of just 152 kWh 

energy consumption per year.

Sustainable use of resources begins with maximum energy 
efficiency in the production process and continues with 
low consumption figures for the appliances. Building the 
most energy efficient heat-pump dryers for household use 
takes more than just environmental awareness: it also re-
quires excellent process knowledge, pioneering technol-
ogies, quality materials and intelligent designs. 

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY AND 
ECONOMICAL DRYING

Moisture and heat stay in the dryer

While the Adora heat-pump dryer does its job, you can continue to use 

your bathroom or laundry room without annoying moisture or heat. This 

is extracted from the washing by a highly efficient heat exchanger and 

does thus not come out – the condensation efficiency of more than 92% 

means the heat produced remains in the sealed drying system.

The sealed process circuit in the Adora heat-pump dryer 
and the very low moisture emissions are decisive factors 
for its use in buildings constructed to the latest standards.

A pain: 
many tumble dryers emit hot, damp 
air into the bathroom.

Unique:
the Adora heat-pump dryers hold 
the heat and moisture in a sealed 
circuit.

The text display provides clear, quick information about 
the different programmes and their progress. The tried and 
tested, intuitive “Press and go” system can be used to start 
programmes with a straightforward selection.

The new pivoting control panel

Like the Adora washing machine, the Adora tumble dryer also features 

a pioneering pivoting control panel. It can be moved into an ergonomic 

position, which makes it much easier to use. Individual settings also in-

clude ideal visibility of the control elements, which is particularly valuable 

in poor lighting conditions.

Babywear programme

Air-dried washing can remain hard and scratchy and can be irritating to 

the skin. If you want to spare your little one from annoying skin irritations, 

you should dry your washing in a V-ZUG dryer. The new babywear 

programme achieves perfect, hygienic results. Microbiological tests by 

Labor Veritas confirm how effective it is.

Basket programme

The handy drying basket can be used to dry shoes, gloves, cuddly toys 

and textiles in a stationary drum for extra protection. Textiles can be 

simply and easily placed in the dryer. The drying basket can be ordered 

as an accessory for all new Adora tumble dryers. The basket programme 

can be selected under fabric types.
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA HEAT-PUMP DRYERS

PRODUCT COMPARISON: ADORA HEAT-PUMP DRYERS

Adora TSL WP Adora TS WP Adora TL WP

Brochure page 136 136 137

Versions

Heat-pump dryers ✓ ✓ ✓

Design Stainless steel/black design ✓/– ✓/✓ ✓/✓

Free-standing machine, stackable ✓ ✓ ✓

Door stop l/r l/r l/r

Capacity kg 1–7 1–7 1–7

Energy efficiency class A+++ A++ A++

Uses

Automatic programmes 27 20 15

Extra dry ✓ ✓ ✓

Normal dry ✓ ✓ ✓

Iron dry ✓ ✓ ✓

Damp ✓ ✓ ✓

Woollens ✓ ✓

Favourites ✓

Fabric types ✓ ✓ ✓

Basket programme ✓ ✓ ✓

SilentPlus ✓

Eco ✓

Sprint ✓

ReversePlus ✓ ✓

Crease-guard programme ✓ ✓

Timed drying ✓ ✓ ✓

Extra gentle ✓

Gentle ✓ ✓ ✓

Operation

Pivoting control panel ✓ ✓ ✓

Panel Acrylic glass Film Film

Control TouchControl Buttons Buttons

Display Plain text, 2 lines, 10 languages Plain text, 2 lines, 10 languages Digital, 4 characters

Delayed start up to 24 hrs ✓ ✓ ✓

Standby energy save mode (0 W) ✓ ✓ ✓

Gentle drying

The large 7 kg drum gently moves the washing to ensure even drying 

results. The textiles are less creased and easier to iron. The reversing 

drum (alternating directions) also helps, and this can be set separately 

with the new ReversePlus function.

An impressive cleaning system

The large, smooth filter area is perfect for 

catching dust and lint to make sure your wash-

ing always remains soft and fluffy. The new 

door filter is also simple and easy to clean.

The Swiss textile testing 
institute TESTEX confirms 
excellent effectiveness and 
gentle care.

GENTLE DRYING  
AND EASY CARE
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSEHOLD AND APARTMENT 
ADORA HEAT-PUMP DRYERS

Type of construction
– Adora TL WP heat-pump dryer
– Drum volume: 105 l 
– Free-standing machine, stackable
– Loading opening: Ø 42 cm
– Door opening angle: 180°
– Door stop left/right

Options and accessories
– Visual impairment support film
– Drying basket
– Combi drainage set
– 130° door stop (niche installation)
– Convenient storage drawer

Adora TL WP

Black design WTATLWPZ/12001
Stainless steel WTATLWPZc/12001

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 600 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–7 kg
      

      

  

 

Energy
efficiency  

Duration/power consumption with 
spinning efficiency class A at 1600 rpm 
(full load)
99 min./1.16 kWh

Short programmes 
Normal dry, 136 min.

Additional programmes
– Timed drying, 10–150 min.

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– Digital display, 4 characters
– 15 automatic programmes
– Fully electronic control
– Dryness setting
– Programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Residual moisture sensor
– Direct condensate drainage

Safety features
– Temperature control
– Childproof lock
– Electronically monitored double-filter 

concept

Type of construction
– Adora TSL WP/TS WP heat-pump dryers
– Drum volume: 105 l 
– Free-standing machine, stackable
– Loading opening: Ø 42 cm
– Door opening angle: 180°

Options and accessories
– Visual impairment support film (TS WP)
– Drying basket
– Combi drainage set
– 130° door stop (niche installation)
– Convenient storage drawer

Adora TSL WP

Stainless steel WTATSLWPZc/12003

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 600 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–7 kg
      

      

      

    

Energy
efficiency  

Duration/power consumption with 
spinning efficiency class A at 1600 rpm 
(full load)
99 min./0.85 kWh

Sprint programmes
Normal dry, 105 min.

Additional programmes
– Timed drying, 10–120 min.

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– Plain text display, 2 lines
– 27 automatic programmes
– Fully electronic control
– Dryness setting
– Programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Residual moisture sensor
– Direct condensate drainage

Safety features
– Temperature control
– Childproof lock
– Electronically monitored double-filter 

concept

Adora TS WP

Black design WTATSWPZ/12002
Stainless steel WTATSWPZc/12002

Appliance dimensions
850 × 595 × 600 mm (H × W × D)

Programmes and features

1–7 kg
      

      

     

 

Energy
efficiency  

Duration/power consumption with 
spinning efficiency class A at 1600 rpm 
(full load)
93 min./1.09 kWh

Short programmes 
Normal dry, 124 min.

Additional programmes
– Timed drying, 10–120 min.

Additional features
– Pivoting control panel
– Plain text display, 2 lines
– 20 automatic programmes
– Fully electronic control
– Dryness setting
– Programme status display
– Duration remaining indicator
– Residual moisture sensor
– Direct condensate drainage

Safety features
– Temperature control
– Childproof lock
– Electronically monitored double-filter 

concept
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INFORMATION 
PRODUCT DECLARATION

Steamers and electric ovens 

Explanations
▯ Fitted or yes
○ Available at extra cost
— Not fitted or no
1) Values calculated based on the valid EN 50304/60350 norm.
2) For built-in appliances, see dimension information on instruction sheets and in the brochure.
3) For appliances to be cabinet fitted, make sure that the cabinet is able to support the weight of the appliance.

Note: Table information as at 01/2015. Subject to further developments.
For showroom appliances, the energy label provides information on the current data.

Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd

Type of appliance Steamer Oven Compact oven Small oven

Type or sales code Combi-Steam MSLQ
CST MSLQ 60

Combi-Steam HSL
CST HSL 60

Steam HSE
ST HSE 60

Combi-Steam XSL
CST XSL 60

Combi-Steam XSL
CST XSL 60 F

Combair-Steam SL
CS SL 60

Combair-Steam SE
CS SE 60

Combair SLP
BC SLP 60

Combair SL
BC SL 60

Combair SEP
BC SEP 60

Combair SE
BC SE 60

Combair XSLP
BC XSLP 60

Combair XSL
BC XSL 60

Combair XSEP
BC XSEP 60

Combair XSE
BC XSE 60

Combair HSE
BC HSE 60

Illustration Page 37 39 39 38 38 40 40 48 48 49 49 50 50 51 51 51

Consumption data1)

Energy efficiency class A+++ (best) to D (worst) A A+ A+ A+ A+ A+ A+ A A A A A A A A A

Energy consumption, conventional kWh/cycle 0.79 — — — — 0.7 0.7 0.85 0.86 0.94 0.93 0.8 0.79 0.88 0.81 0.81

Energy consumption, convection kWh/cycle 0.67 0.47 — 0.53 0.53 0.63 0.63 0.7 0.7 0.78 0.8 0.66 0.65 0.7 0.69 0.63

Standby consumption in on/off status W 0.09 0.084 0.084 0.073 0.073 0.062 0.085 0.066 0.066 0.075 0.075 0.066 0.066 0.075 0.075 0.075

Energy consumption for pyrolytic self-cleaning kWh/cycle — — — — — — — 3.1 — 3.1 — 3.1 — 3.1 — —

Performance characteristics1)

Max. possible temperature for top/bottom heat, convection °C 230/230 —/230 —/— —/230 —/230 230/230 230/230 300/280 280/250 300/280 280/250 280/250 280/250 280/250 280/250 250/250

Temperature for steam mode °C 30–100 30–100 30–100 30–100 30–100 30–100 30–100 — — — — — — — — —

Microwave power W 700 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Usable grill area cm2 1100 — — — — 1100 1100 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300

Usable cooking space volume l 55 34 36 51 51 55 55 68 68 68 68 50 50 50 50 39

Dimensions2) 

Height  cm 59.8 37.9 37.9 45.4 45.4 59.8 59.8 59.8 59.8 59.8 59.8 45.4 45.4 45.4 45.4 37.9

Width cm 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6 59.6

Depth (from unit front) cm 56.9 56.8 56.8 56.8 56.8 56.9 56.9 56.9 56.9 56.9 56.9 56.8 56.8 56.8 56.8 56.8

Depth with door open (from unit front) cm 43.9 29.8 29.8 34.6 34.6 43.9 43.9 43.9 43.9 43.9 43.9 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6 29.8

Empty weight3)  kg 52 28 24 36 36 44 44 54 49 52 48 37 36 37 36 29

Features

Oven large/medium/small medium small medium medium medium medium medium large large large large medium medium medium medium medium

Internal dimensions Height cm 31.9 25.6 25.6 28.0 28.0 31.9 31.9 35.1 35.1 35.1 35.1 26.25 26.25 26.25 26.25 20.75

 Width cm 43.75 35.1 35.1 45.15 45.15 43.75 43.75 46.4 46.4 46.4 46.4 46.0 46.0 46.0 46.0 46

 Depth cm 39.2 38.5 39.75 40.0 40.0 39.2 39.2 41.55 41.55 41.55 41.55 41.1 41.1 41.1 41.1 40.15

Illumination/viewing window ▯/▯ ▯/▯ —/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯

Heating method Top/bottom heat ▯ — — — — ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

 Forced convection — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

 Hot Air ▯ ▯ — ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

 Steam ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ — — — — — — — — —

 Microwave ▯ — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Catalytic cleaning — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Pyrolytic self-cleaning — — — — — — — ▯ — ▯ — ▯ — ▯ — —

Grill element in place/can be retrofitted ▯/— —/— —/— —/— —/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/—

Grill motor/forced convection grilling —/▯ —/— —/— —/— —/— —/▯ —/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯

Time switch/timer ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯

Appliance drawer/heatable appliance drawer —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/○ —/○ —/○ —/○ —/○ —/○ —/— —/— —/— —/— —/—

Electrical connection

Max. rated output kW 3.7/5.7 3.5 2.2 3.7/3.8 3.7 3.7/4.7 3.7/4.7 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.1

Max. connected load kW 3.7/5.7 3.5 2.2 3.7/3.8 3.7 3.7/4.7 3.7/4.7 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.1

Voltage V 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N ~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 230~/400 2N~ 

Fuse A 1 × 16/2 × 16 1 × 16/2 × 10 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10 1 × 16/2 × 10

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin CH

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG Ltd

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

Information
Product declarations
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Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd

Type of appliance Fully automatic machine

Model name Supremo HSL Supremo XSL

Model code CCS HSL 60 CCS XSL 60

Illustration Page 59 59

Consumption data

Energy efficiency class A (best) to D (worst) A A

Annual energy consumption1) kWh 45 45

Energy-saving function ▯ ▯

Programmable automatic switch off min. 15–180 15–180 

Performance characteristics for 

Fully automatic machines ▯ ▯

Capsule machines/single-serve machines — —

Espresso machines — —

Hot-water nozzle ▯ ▯

Steam nozzle ▯ ▯

Cappuccino frother nozzle ▯ ▯

Hot-chocolate function — —

Type of construction

Free-standing appliance — —

Built-in appliance ▯ ▯

Dimensions2)

Height  cm 378 454

Width cm 596 596

Depth cm 412 412

Empty weight  kg 20.5 23

Technical data

Power supply (electrical connection as per identification plate)

Voltage V 230 V~ 50 Hz 230 V~ 50 Hz

Output W 1350 1350

Capacity

Water tank l 1.8 1.8

Bean container g 200 200

Milk container l 0.75 0.75

Coffee/milk outlet

Height adjustable from/to cm 8–11 8–11

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin IT

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG Ltd

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

Explanations
▯ Fitted or yes
— Not fitted or no
1) Values calculated based on valid FEA measurement methods.
2) Niche dimensions for built-in appliances. Further dimensions can be found in the brochure.

Note: Table information as at 01/2015. Subject to further developments.  
For showroom appliances, the energy labels provide information on the current data.

Ceiling hood and island hoods

Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd

Type of appliance Ceiling hood Island hood

Model name/code DSDSR12 DI PQ 13 DI PQ 10 DI PQG 12 DI PQG 10 DI B 14 DI B 12 DI B 10 DI SE 12 DI SE 10

Illustration Page 84 85 85 84 84 85 85 85 85 85

Consumption data1)

Energy efficiency class A (best) to G (worst) A A A A A C C C D D

Fluid-dynamic efficiency class A (best) to G (worst) A A A A A B B B D D

Illumination efficiency class A (best) to G (worst) D A A A A F F F F F

Grease separation class A (best) to G (worst) E B B C C A A A D D

Standby consumption on/off status 0.85/0 0.8 0.8 0.99/0 0.99/0 0.35/0 0.35/0 0.35/0 0.99/0 0.99/0

Air flow

Extraction2) Intensive level m3/h 830 703 703 679 679 825 825 825 581 581

 Max. level m3/h 630 439 439 423 423 684 684 684 496 496

 Min. level m3/h 230 251 251 255 255 270 270 270 240 240

Recirculation2) Intensive level m3/h — 578 578 558 558 550 550 550 364 364

 Max. power m3/h — 367 367 353 353 420 420 420 324 324

 Min. power m3/h — 221 221 224 224 204 204 204 173 173

Pressure2) Intensive level Pa 630 362 362 370 370 419 419 419 464 464

 Max. level Pa 530 364 364 365 365 400 400 400 446 446

 Min. level Pa 420 177 177 168 168 270 270 270 260 260

Noise level3) dB(A)

Intensive level dB(A) 74 64 64 62 62 59 59 67 67 67

Max. level dB(A) 68 55 55 51 51 53 53 63 63 63

Min. level dB(A) 43 41 41 39 39 40 40 44 46 46

Dimensions4)

Height: extraction/recirculation cm 31 5.5 5.5 7 7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6 6

Width cm 120 130 100 120 100 140 120 100 120 100

Depth cm 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 60 60

Depth with pull-out5) cm — — — — — — — — —

Min. distance above gas/electric hobs cm 65/65 65/50 65/50 65/50 65/50 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60

Weight6) kg 33 35 31.5 35 34 45 40 36 23 21

Features

Exhaust connection, diameter mm 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150

Exhaust connection, position Side Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top

Non-return flap valve integrated/provided —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ ▯/— ▯/—

Extraction/recirculation mode7) ▯/— ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7)

Number of filters Metal/combi 4/— 4/— 3/— 5/3 4/3 1/— 1/— 1/— 3/— 3/—

Operation Internal/external ▯/▯ ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/—

 Power levels Number/infinitely variable 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/—

Power regulation Electromechanical/electronic —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯

Illumination Halogen/LED —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/—

 Output W 2 × 7 4 × 2.2 4 × 2.2 4 × 2.2 4 × 2.2 6 × 20 6 × 20 4 × 20 4 × 20 4 × 20

Motor power W 1 × 270 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 260 1 × 260 1 × 260 1 × 175 1 × 175

Electrical connection

Optional connection/connected load W — ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/300 ▯/300 ▯/300 ▯/200 ▯/200

Electrical connection as per identification plate W 284 138.8 138.8 138.8 138.8 680 680 640 455 455

Length of connection cable m 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.5

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin IT IT IT DE DE DE DE DE IT IT

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG Ltd

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

Explanations
▯ Fitted or yes
— Not fitted or no
1) Values calculated based on the valid EU 65/2014 labelling 

directive.
2) Air flow at operating point as per EN 61591.
3) Sound level dB(A) (re 1 pW) in accordance with EN 60704-3.

4)  For built-in appliances, see also dimension information on 
instruction sheets and in the brochure.

5) Deflector plate pulled out.
6)  Net weight incl. metal filter (make sure that the cabinet, the 

wall or the ceiling is able to support the appliance).
7) Can be converted to recirculation mode.

8) In combination with Zehnder comfort ventilation.
9) Stainless steel.
10)  Can be selected as an option.

Note: Table information as at 01/2015.  
Subject to further developments.
For showroom appliances, the energy labels provide information 
on the current data.

Coffee Centres

Sales code Warming drawer

Type code WS 60 144 WS 60 162 WS 60 220 WS 60 283

Illustration Page 53 53 53 53

Appliance dimensions

External dimensions (H × W × D) mm 142 × 596 × 547 160 × 596 × 547 218 × 596 × 547 281 × 596 × 547

Internal dimensions (H × W × D) mm 97 × 429 × 457 115 × 429 × 457 173 × 429 × 457 236 × 429 × 457

Volume dm3 19 22 34 46

Empty weight  kg 21 21 22.5 24

Electrical connection

Connection 230 V~ 50 Hz 230 V~ 50 Hz 230 V~ 50 Hz 230 V~ 50 Hz 

Connected load 810 W 810 W 810 W 810 W

Fuse 10 A 10 A 10 A 10 A

Mains cable 1.7 m, with plug 1.7 m, with plug 1.7 m, with plug 1.7 m, with plug

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin SK

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG Ltd

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

Warming drawers
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INFORMATION 
PRODUCT DECLARATION

Wall hoods, deflector plates and hood fans

Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd

Type of appliance Wall hood Curved deflector plate Flat deflector plate/hood fan

Model name/code DW PQ 12 DW PQ 9 DW PQG 12 DW PQG 9 DW VHR 9 DW VMR 9 DW Forano DW SE 12 DW SE 9 DW B 14 DW B 12 DW B 9 DF SLG9 DF SLG6 DHL 11 DHL 8 DEHE 7 DEHE 5 DEHM R8 DEHM R7 DEHM R5 DF PQ 12 DF PQ 9 DF PQ 6 DF PQSL 9 DF PQSL 6

Illustration Page 87 87 86 86 86 87 86 88 88 87 87 87 91 91 91 91 91 91 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

Consumption data1)

Energy efficiency class A (best) to G (worst) A A A A A+ A D D D C C C D D C C D D A B B A A A A+ A+

Fluid-dynamic efficiency class A (best) to G (worst) A A A A A A D D D B B B E E C C D D A B B A A A A A

Illumination efficiency class A (best) to G (worst) A A A A A A F F E F F F D C A A D D A A A A A A A A

Grease separation class A (best) to G (worst) B B C C D C D D D A A A D D E E B B C C C B B B B B

Standby consumption on/off status 0.8 0.8 0.8/0 0.8/0 0.85/0 1.1/0 0.8/0 0.99/0 0.99/0 0.35/0 0.35/0 0.35/0 0.99/0 0.99/0 0.35/0 0.35/0 0/0 0/0 0.85/0 0.85/0 0.85/0 0.8/0 0.8/0 0.8/0 0.8/0 0.7/0

Air flow

Extraction2) Intensive level m3/h 710 710 679 679 870 823 703 581 581 825 825 825 581 581 563 563 — — 690 640 640 684 684 684 699 699

 Max. level m3/h 438 438 423 423 650 647 616 496 496 684 684 684 496 496 469 469 600 600 560 540 540 424 424 424 440 440

 Min. level m3/h 260 260 255 255 280 368 295 364 364 270 270 270 272 272 228 228 300 300 290 270 270 253 253 253 278 278

Recirculation2) Intensive level m3/h 532 532 556 556 410 464 370 364 364 550 550 550 360 360 322 322 — — 310 280 280 556 556 556 551 551

 Max. power m3/h 371 371 358 358 250 447 351 324 324 420 420 420 283 283 233 233 360 360 300 270 270 362 362 362 359 359

 Min. power m3/h 227 227 222 222 240 394 173 173 173 204 204 204 210 210 146 146 210 210 250 230 230 227 227 227 200 200

Pressure2) Intensive level Pa 364 364 370 370 650 543 370 464 464 419 419 419 345 345 463 463 — — 550 550 550 362 362 362 380 380

 Max. level Pa 363 363 365 365 550 517 361 446 446 400 400 400 338 338 436 436 340 340 540 540 540 345 345 345 353 353

 Min. level Pa 172 172 168 168 440 474 232 260 260 270 270 270 167 167 201 201 240 240 460 450 450 158 158 158 179 179

Noise level3) dB(A)

Intensive level dB(A) 64 64 62 62 73 72 66 67 67 59 59 59 67 67 61 61 — — 68 71 71 67 67 67 64 64

Max. level dB(A) 55 55 51 51 67 66 65 63 63 53 53 53 63 63 57 57 72 72 64 69 69 55 55 55 53 53

Min. level dB(A) 41 41 39 39 49 53 51 46 46 40 40 40 48 48 40 40 56 56 51 55 55 40 40 40 40 40

Dimensions4)

Height: extraction/recirculation cm 5.5 5.5 7 7 50 51.5 46 6 6 6.3 6.8 6.8 About 2.5 About 2.5 30 30 30.5 30.5 33 33 33 5.5 5.5 5.5 2.5 2.5

Width cm 120 90 120 90 89.8 89.8 80 119.9 89.9 140 120 90 89.9 59.8 110 80 70.2 52.2 86 70 52 119.8 89.8 59.8 89.8 59.8

Depth cm 55 55 55 55 33.9 32.5 30 50 50 70 70 70 31.5–35.5 31.5–35.5 30 30 28.4 28.4 30 30 30 30–32.5 30–32.5 30–32.5 30–34.8 30–34.8

Depth with pull-out5) cm — — — — — — — — — — — — Max. 52.5 Max. 52.5 — — — — — — — Max. 49 Max. 49 Max. 49 Max. 48 Max. 48

Min. distance above gas/electric hobs cm 65/50 65/50 65/50 65/50 45/45 50/40 65/65 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60 75/60 65/65 65/65 65/65 65/65 65/65 65/50 65/50 65/50 65/50 65/50

Weight6) kg 29 25.5 32 28.5 16 19 34 20 14 45 40 36 15 15 29 25.5 6 5 9 8 7 27.5 23.5 19.5 16.5 12.5

Features

Exhaust connection, diameter mm 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150

Exhaust connection, position Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top

Non-return flap valve integrated/provided —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ ▯/— ▯/— —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ ▯/— ▯/— —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ —/▯ —/▯

Extraction/recirculation mode7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/— ▯/— ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7) ▯/▯7)

Number of filters Metal/combi 4/— 3/— 8 6 2/— 2/— 4/— 4/— 3/— 1/— 1/— 1/— 1/— 1/— 1/— 1/— 2/— 2/— 1/— 2/— 2/— 4/— 3/— 2/— 2/2 1/1

Operation  Internal/external ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/—

Power levels Number/infinitely variable 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3/— 3/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3 + I/— 3/— 3/— 3/— 3 + 1/– 3 + 1/–

Power regulation  Electromechanical/electronic —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ ▯/— ▯/— —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯

Illumination  Halogen/LED —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— —/▯ —/▯ ▯/— ▯/— —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯ —/▯

 Output W 3 × 2.2 3 × 2.2 3 × 2.2 2 × 2.2 2 × 1.1 2 × 2.5 2 × 20 3 × 20 2 × 20 6 × 20 4 × 20 4 × 20 2 × 20 2 × 20 4 × 3 4 × 3 2 × 20 2 × 20 2 × 1.1 2 × 1.1 2 × 1.1 3 × 2.2 2 × 2.2 2 × 2.2 2 × 2.2 2 × 2.2

Motor power W 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 270 1 × 300 1 × 250 1 × 175 1 × 175 1 × 260 1 × 260 1 × 260 2 × 110 2 × 110 1 × 188 1 × 188 1 × 205 1 × 205 1 × 265 1 × 265 1 × 265 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 130 1 × 130

Electrical connection

Optional connection/connected load W ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/30010) —/— —/— —/— ▯/200 ▯/200 ▯/300 ▯/300 ▯/300 —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/30010) ▯/30010)

Electrical connection as per identification plate W 136.6 134.4 136.6 134.4 272.2 305 290 435 415 680 640 640 260 260 200 200 245 245 267.2 267.2 267.2 136.6 134.4 134.4 134.4 134.4

Length of connection cable m 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin IT IT DE DE IT IT IT IT IT DE DE DE IT IT DE DE IT IT IT IT IT IT IT IT IT IT

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG Ltd 

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

Explanations
▯ Fitted or yes
— Not fitted or no
1) Values calculated based on the valid EU 65/2014 labelling directive.
2) Air flow at operating point as per EN 61591.
3) Sound level dB(A) (re 1 pW) in accordance with EN 60704-3.

 4)  For built-in appliances, see also dimension information on instruction sheets and in 
the brochure.

5) Deflector plate pulled out.
 6)  Net weight incl. metal filter (make sure that the cabinet, the wall or the ceiling is 

able to support the appliance).

7) Can be converted to recirculation mode.
8) In combination with Zehnder comfort ventilation.
9) Stainless steel.
10)  Can be selected as an option.

Note: Table information as at 01/2015. Subject to further developments.
For showroom appliances, the energy labels provide information on the current data.
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Glass-ceramic, induction and Toptronic hobs

Explanations for 
model column
C   Standard stainless steel  

frame.
F  Flush.
G  Budget version (basic).
I  Induction.
M MaxiFlex.
P  Panorama version.
S   Slider controls.
T  Top controls.
W  Wok (induction).

 Country of origin: AT

Explanations for 
model column
B Frying zone.
C   Standard stainless steel  

frame.
F Flush.
P  Panorama version.
S   Slider controls.
T  Top controls.
1) Only single-circuit cooking 

zones.

 Country of origin: AT

Model Stainless  
steel trim

Faceted 
model

Flush 
model

Black 
design

Weight
in kg

External appliance 
dimensions,
W/D in mm

Cut-out in the worktop,
W/D in mm

Connected voltage,
connected load

Can be combined with

Ind
uc

tio
n/

pa
ge

s 6
9–

73

GK26TIMS.2F ▯ ▯ 6.5 384 × 501 390 × 507/shelf dimensions: 373 × 490 230 V~ 3700 W 16 A
Operating voltage: 230 V~,

1 pole conductor/neutral conductor/ 
earth conductor

GK46TIMS ▯ ▯ 10.5 584 × 514 560 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A
Operating voltage: 230 V~,

2 pole conductors/neutral conductor/ 
earth conductor

GK46TIMSC ▯ ▯ 10.5 584 × 514 560 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIMS.1F ▯ ▯ 10.5 571 × 501 577 × 507/shelf dimensions: 560 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK56TIMS ▯ ▯ 18.5 910 × 514 886 × 490 400 V3N~ 11,100 W 16 A
Operating voltage: 230 V~,

3 pole conductors/neutral conductor/ 
earth conductor

GK56TIMSC ▯ ▯ 18.5 910 × 514 886 × 490 400 V3N~ 11,100 W 16 A

GK56TIMS.1F ▯ ▯ 18.5 897 × 501 903 × 507/shelf dimensions: 886 × 490 400 V3N~ 11,100 W 16 A

GK16TIYS.1F Teppan Yaki ▯ ▯ 8 384 × 501 390 × 507/shelf dimensions: 373 × 490 230 V~ 2800 W 16 A
Operating voltage: 230 V~,

1 pole conductor/neutral conductor/ 
earth conductor

GK26TIYS.1F Teppan Yaki ▯ ▯ 12.5 571 × 501 577 × 507/shelf dimensions: 560 × 490 400 V2N~ 5600 W 16 A

Operating voltage: 230 V~,
2 pole conductors/neutral conductor/ 

earth conductor

GK46/47TIMPSC ▯ ▯ 12 910 × 410 886 × 386 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIMASC ▯ ▯ 12 774 × 514 750 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIABSC/TIAKSC ▯ ▯ 12 774 × 514 750 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIMXSC ▯ ▯ 11.5 704 × 514 680 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK37TIMSC ▯ ▯ 10 584 × 514 560 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK37TIMPSC ▯ ▯ 11 774 × 444 750 × 420 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK37TIMPSF ▯ ▯ 11 774 × 444 750 × 420 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46/47TIMPS ▯ ▯ 12 910 × 410 886 × 386 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIMAS ▯ ▯ 12 774 × 514 750 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIABS/TIAKS ▯ ▯ 12 774 × 514 750 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK26TIMS ▯ ▯ 5.5 289 × 514 265 × 490 230 V~ 3700 W 16 A
Operating voltage: 230 V~,

1 pole conductor/neutral conductor/ 
earth conductor

GK37TIMS ▯ ▯ 10 584 × 514 560 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

Operating voltage: 230 V~,
2 pole conductors/neutral conductor/ 

earth conductor

GK37TIMPS ▯ ▯ 11 744 × 414 750 × 420/shelf dimensions: 733 × 403 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46/47TIMPSF ▯ ▯ 12 880 × 380 886 × 386/shelf dimensions: 869 × 369 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIMASF ▯ ▯ 12 761 × 501 767 × 507/shelf dimensions: 750 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIABS.1F/TIAKSF ▯ ▯ 12 761 × 501 767 × 507/shelf dimensions: 750 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK46TIMXSF ▯ ▯ 11.5 691 × 501 697 × 507/shelf dimensions: 680 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK37TIMSF ▯ ▯ 10 571 × 501 577 × 507/shelf dimensions: 560 × 490 400 V2N~ 7400 W 16 A

GK26TIMS.1F ▯ ▯ 5.5 281 × 501 287 × 507/shelf dimensions: 270 × 490 230 V~ 3700 W 16 A Operating voltage: 230 V~,
1 pole conductor/neutral conductor/ 

earth conductorGK16TIWS.1F Wok ▯ ▯ 9 384 × 501 390 × 507/shelf dimensions: 373 × 490 230 V~ 3000 W 16 A

GK11TKLG Lava Grill 12 520 × 302 490 × 270 220 V~ 2400 W

Model Stainless  
steel trim

Faceted 
model

Flush 
model

Black 
design

Weight
in kg

External appliance 
dimensions,
W/D in mm

Cut-out in the worktop,
W/D in mm

Connected voltage,
connected load

Can be combined with

To
ptr

on
ic/

pa
ge

s 7
6–

77

GK55TESC ▯ ▯ 18.5 910 × 514 886 × 490 400 V3N~ 10,300 W 16 A

Operating voltage: 230 V~1),
2 pole conductors/neutral conductor/ 

earth conductor

Operating voltage: 400 V~2),
2 or 3 pole conductors/earth conductor

GK55TESF ▯ ▯ 18.5 897 × 501 903 × 507/shelf dimensions: 886 × 490 400 V3N~ 10,300 W 16 A

GK45TEPSC ▯ ▯ 11 910 × 410 886 × 386  400 V2N~ 7600 W 16 A1)

GK45TEBSC ▯ ▯ 11 584 × 514 560 × 490  400 V2–3~ 7700 W 16–10 A2)

GK45TEASC ▯ ▯ 11 774 × 514 750 × 490  400 V2N~ 7600 W 16 A1)

GK25TE.1F ▯ ▯ 5 281 × 501 287 × 507/shelf dimensions: 270 × 490 230 V~ 3000 W 16 A Operating voltage: 230 V~,
1 pole conductor/neutral conductor/ 

earth conductorGK25TE ▯ ▯ 5 289 × 514 265 × 490 230 V~ 3000 W 16 A

Microwave ovens

Sales code Miwell-Combi XSL 60 Miwell-Combi HSL 60 Miwell HSL 60 Miwell L 60

Type code MWC XSL 60 MWC HSL 60 MW HSL 60 MW L 60

Illustration Page 56 56 56 57

Performance characteristics

Microwave power W 50–900 50–1000 50–1000 160–750

Grill power W 1600 800 800 —

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H × W × D) mm 454 × 596 × 567 378 × 596 × 516 378 × 596 × 470 378 × 596 × 320

Cooking space dimensions (H × W × D)  mm 210 × 450 × 420 200 × 405 × 380 200 × 405 × 380 187 × 370 × 290

Volume l 40 31 31 22

Empty weight  kg 35 29 28 21.5

Electrical connection

Connection 230 V~ 50 Hz 230 V~ 50 Hz 230 V~ 50 Hz 230 V~ 50 Hz

Connected load 2800 W 2300 W 2300 W 1300 W

Fuse 16 A 10 A 10 A 10 A

Mains cable 1.4 m, without plug 1.2 m, with plug 1.2 m, with plug 1.2 m, with plug

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin IT

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG Ltd

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

Product declaration for gas hobs

Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd

Model GK21TI (induction) 
Design fits gas edition

GK51TPG GK41TG GK21TG GK11TG 

Type HMII20A HSE-K9F4L30 HSE-K6F4030 HSE-K3F2030 HSE-K3FW130

Illustration Page 79 78 78 78 79

Built-in front edge, side profile front edge, side profile front edge, side profile front edge, side profile front edge, side profile

Operation knob/touch control knob knob knob knob

Heating type induction natural gas natural gas natural gas natural gas

Heat output  kW 3.7 13.7 7.7 4.7 6

Power levels 9 + booster function fully adjustable fully adjustable fully adjustable fully adjustable

Dimensions (W × D × H) mm 302 × 520 × 57 912 × 520 × 57 602 × 520 × 57 302 × 520 × 57 302 × 520 × 57

Work surface cut-out (W × D) mm 270 + 2 × 490–500 850 × 490 560 × 490 270 + 2 × 490–500 270 + 2 × 490–500

Net weight kg 5 18 11 6 8

Voltage/frequency V, Hz 220–240, 50/60 220–240, 50/60 220–240, 50/60 220–240, 50/60 220–240, 50/60

Connected load W 3600 1 1 1 1

Minimum fuse protection A 16 3 3 3 3

Mains cable length cm 110 100 100 100 100

Safety and service

Country of origin ES

Guarantee 2 years

Supplier name and address V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug/Switzerland
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INFORMATION 
PRODUCT DECLARATION

Refrigerators

Explanations
▯ Fitted or yes
— Not fitted or no
1)  Energy consumption over 365 days is 

calculated based on DIN EN 153, edition 
1990. The figures relate to 230 V, 
50 Hz. The consumption figures allow a 
comparison of different appliances. There 
might be discrepancies between these 
and the actual figures. 

2)  Including cellar, cold storage and ice 
compartment, where they exist. 

3)  Compartment for storage at higher tem-
peratures of between +8°C and +14°C.

4)  Compartment for storage at lower tem-
peratures of between +3°C and –2°C.

5)  µ = compartment at –6°C or colder. 
¶ = compartment at –12°C or 
colder. 
† = deep-freeze compartment at 
–18°C or colder. 
‡ = freezer and deep freezer at 
–18°C or colder with a minimum freezer 
capacity.

6)  Depending on the model, the freezer 
capacity quoted may only be achieved 
after continuous operation is switched 
on and cannot be repeated after 24 hrs. 
Please refer to instructions for use. 

7)  Time after which temperature has 
increased to –9°C with freezer compart-
ment fully loaded. The times are shorter 
for part loads.

8)  Climate class SN: ambient temperatures 
from +10°C to +32°C.

  Climate class N: ambient temperatures 
from +16°C to +32°C.

  Climate class ST: ambient temperatures 
from +16°C to +38°C.

  Climate class T: ambient temperatures 
from +16°C to +43°C.

9)  Measured based on the valid EN 60704-
2-14 norm.

10)  Frozen goods must be removed before 
defrosting.

11)  Can be built in if a door panel is used.
12)  Door stop:  

l = left, r = right, w = switchable.
13)  Niche dimensions required for built-in 

appliances and under-worktop appliances 
(min. dimensions).

14)  Make sure that the cabinet or wall 
is able to support the appliance plus 
contents.

15)  Energy consumption at 12°C internal 
temperature over 365 days (at an 
ambient temperature of 25°C).

Note: Table information as at 01/2015. 
Subject to further developments.

Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd
Type of appliance Fridge/freezer Fridge/freezer
Sales code Cooltronic 60i Noblesse 60i Prestige P 60i eco Prestige 60i eco Prestige 60i Magnum 60i eco Futura 60i eco Futura 60i Royal 60i De Luxe 60i eco/De Luxe 60i Komfort 60i Winecooler SL 60
Illustration Page 111 111 112 112 112 113 114 114 114 115 115 117
Appliance type classification

Energy efficiency class A++ A++ A+++ A+++ A++ A+++/A++ A+++ A++ A++ A+++/A++ A++ A
Energy consumption over 365 days1) kWh 227 219 154 154 230 148/222 141 212 214 143/204 145 14515)

Appliance properties
Usable capacity, total2) l 262 312 276 276 303 296 225 252 256 281 126 149
 Of which NoFrost star compartment l — — — — — — — — — — — —
Usable capacity, fridge compartment l 214 244 203 203 232 264 153 181 232 257 108 149
 Of which cellar compartment, max./min.3) l/l —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/—
 Of which cold storage compartment4) l 39 — — — — — — — 24 — — —
 Of which ice cube compartment l — — — — — — — — — — — —
Usable capacity, freezer compartment l —
 Of which star compartment l 48 68 73 73 71 32 72 71 24 24 18 —
 Of which ice cube compartment l — — — — — — — — — — — —
Star classification5) ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ —
Freezer capacity6) kg 5 4 8 8 8 3 6 6 2 2 2 —
Storage time in the event of problems7) hrs 20 20 15 15 15 14 15 15 15 15 14 —
Climate class8) SN–ST SN SN–T SN–T SN–ST SN–T SN–T SN–ST SN–ST SN–T/SN–ST N–T SN–ST
Sound level9) dB(A) (re 1 pW) 38 38 35 35 36 35 37 37 36 33/36 38 39
Fridge compartment defrost method Manual — — — — — — — — — — — —
 Partly automatic — — — — — — — — — — — —
 Automatic ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯
Freezer compartment defrost method Manual10) ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —
 Partly automatic10) — — — — — — — — — — — —
 Automatic — — — — — — — — — — — —

Type of construction and designation
Free-standing appliance/for under worktop —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/—
With worktop at table height — — — — — — — — — — — —
Under worktop/integratable11) —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— ▯/▯ —/—
Built-in appliance/integratable11) ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/—
Special model, see brochure — — — — — — — — — — — —
Number of outside doors/drawers 2/— 2/— 2/— 2/— 2/— 1 / — 2/— 2/— 1/— 1/— 1 / — 1/—
Door stop12) r r r r l/r/w l/r/w r r r r r l/r
Decorative frame in place/can be retrofitted —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/—

Dimensions13)

Height cm 177.8 177.8 177.8 177.8 177.8 177.8 152.4 152.4 152.4 152.4 82–89 87.3
Width cm 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 60 56
Depth including wall spacing cm 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55
Height without worktop cm
Width with door open or drawer pulled out cm
Depth with door open or drawer pulled out cm 115 115 115 115 115 113 115 115 115 115 114.5 114

Empty weight14)  kg 75 70 75 75 68 62 62 61 62 61 32 48
Features

Adjustable freezer compartment temperature
 Independent of fridge compartment temperature ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ — — — — — — —
 Linked to fridge compartment temperature — — — — — ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —
Switch for continuous freezer operation — — — — — — — — — — — —

Indicators
Fridge compartment Normal mode Green light — — — — — — — — — — — —
 Temperature display Inside/outside ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— —/— ▯/—
 Door open, warning signal Visual/acoustic ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ —/— ▯/▯
Freezer compartment Normal mode Green light — — — — — — — — — — — —
 Continuous operation Yellow light — — — — — — — — ▯ — — —
 Error, warning signal Visual/acoustic ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/—
 Door open, warning signal Visual/acoustic ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/—
 Temperature display Inside/outside ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— ▯/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/— —/—

Fridge compartment
Egg holders Number of eggs 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 6 —
Door compartments with flap or sliding door Quantity 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 —
Door storage shelves and/or containers Quantity 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 2 —
Storage shelves in fridge compartment Quantity 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 4 3 6
 Of which adjustable Quantity 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 1
Containers in fridge compartment Quantity 3 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 4 2 —
Freezer compartment 
 Door compartments Quantity — 2 — — — — — — — — — —
 Internal compartments Quantity 2 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 2 2 1 —
Max. internal compartment height cm 16.2 26.5 16.6 16.6 16.6 28 16.6 16.6 22.8 22.8 13 —
Internal baskets, containers, drawers Quantity 2 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 1 — — —
Ice cube trays Quantity 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 —

Electrical connection
As per identification plate V/A/W 230/10/140 230/10/110 230/10/115 230/10/115 230/10/115 230/10/80 230/10/100 230/10/100 230/10/100 230/10/100 230/10/100 230/10/100

Safety and service
In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse
Country of origin CH CH CH CH CH IT CH CH CH CH IT CH
Guarantee 2 years
Service by V-ZUG Ltd
Set-up and installation instructions ▯

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland
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Adora washing machines

Explanations
▯ Fitted or yes
— Not fitted or no
1)  Values calculated based on the valid EN 640456 norm 

during a standard wash cycle. This is a mix of different 
programmes (60°C, 40°C, full and part load). Annual 
energy and water consumption based on 220 standard 
wash cycles, standby consumption included.

2)  100% water removal means that 1 kg of water is re-
tained in 1 kg of washing (dry weight) after spinning. 
The lower the percentage, the less damp the washing 
is. This is important for electricity consumption when 
drying in a tumble dryer.

3)  Door stop: l = left, r = right, w = switchable, u = bottom. 
For example: l/w is as delivered, with door stop on left 
but switchable.

4)  Niche dimensions for under-worktop appliances.  
Further dimensions can be found in the brochures.

5)  Details of switchover options may be found in the 
brochures.

6)  Spinning efficiency is very important if a tumble dryer 
is normally used for drying. Washing spun in a washing 
machine with spinning efficiency class A and then put in 
a tumble dryer uses half as much energy and therefore 
generates half the operating costs as if it was spun in a 
washing machine with a spinning efficiency class G.

7)  Values calculated based on the valid EN 60704-2-4 
norm during the standard cottons 60°C programme 
with full load.

8)  60/60½/40½ stands for a standard cottons 60°C 
programme with full load or for a standard cottons 
60°C/40°C programme with a part load.

9) At EcoHybrid level. 
10)  If the appliance is connected to a 230 V/16 A socket, 

item P53.575 (connection cable: 3 × 1.5 mm2) must 
be used. Installation to be carried out in accordance 
with conversion instructions W8.5585.

Note: Table information as at 01/2015.  
Subject to further developments. For showroom appliances, 
the energy label provides information on the current data. 

Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd

Type of appliance Front loader

Type or sales code Adora SLQ WP Adora SLQ Adora SL Adora S Adora L

Model name/code 11004 11006 11003 11002 11001

Rated capacity Max. kg 8 8 8 8 8

Consumption data for standard wash cycle1)

Energy efficiency class A+++ (best) to D (worst) A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++

Annual energy consumption kWh 98 136 155 175 175

Energy consumption for standard programme 60/60½/40½ 8) kWh 0.52/0.41/0.36 0.78/0.62/0.37 0.94/0.67/0.37 1.00/0.70/0.58 1.00/0.70/0.58

Standby consumption on/off status W 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0

Annual water consumption l 9800 9900 9900 9900 9900

Performance characteristics

Spinning efficiency class1) 6) A (best) to G (worst) A A A A A

Residual moisture1) 2) % 44 44 44 44 44

Spin speed1) Max. rpm 1600 1600 1600 1500 1500

Programme duration for standard programme 60/60½/40½ 8) min. 190/180/180 225/220/215 210/190/190 210/190/190 210/190/190

Automatic switch-off time min. 0 0 0 0 0

Noise7)

During wash phase dB(A) (re 1 pW) 50 47 47 48 48

During spin phase dB(A) (re 1 pW) 71 71 72 73 73

Illustration Page 128 128 128 129 129

Type of construction

Free-standing machine with worktop ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Free-standing machine for under worktop ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Under-worktop unit (without worktop) — — — — —

Mobile — — — — —

Door stop3) l/r/w l/r/w l/r/w l/r/w l/r/w

Dimensions4) 

H × W × D (including wall spacing) cm 85.2/59.5/60 (63) 85.2/59.5/60 (63) 85.2/59.5/60 (63) 85.2/59.5/60 (63) 85.2/59.5/60 (63)

Height for under worktop cm 85.2 85.2 85.2 85.2 85.2

Height with open lid (top loader) cm — — — — —

Depth with open door (front loader) cm 102 102 102 102 102

Height, adjustable cm 2 2 2 2 2

Empty weight  kg 84 71 70 64 64

Features

Washing machine with heat-pump technology ▯ — — — —

Panel Acrylic glass Acrylic glass Acrylic glass Film Film

Control Touch Touch Touch Buttons Buttons

Display TouchDisplay TouchDisplay Plain text, 2 lines Plain text, 2 lines Digital, 4 characters

Languages for TouchDisplay/plain text display 14 14 14 14 —

Coloureds 60°C 230 V 10 A Duration min. 929) 92 95 90 90

Coloureds 60°C Sprint 230 V 10 A Duration min. 489) 48 48 45 45

Coloureds 40°C 230 V 10 A Duration min. 749) 74 77 75 75

Coloureds 40°C Sprint 230 V 10 A Duration min. 359) 35 35 35 35

Steam Anti-Crease ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —

Vibration Absorbing System (VAS) ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Anti-mite/skin protection ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯

Part load economy system ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Favourites ▯ ▯ ▯ — —

Fabric types ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —

Delayed start up to hrs 24 24 24 24 24

Standby energy save mode  0 W ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Connection cable m 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8

Inlet hose with Aqua-Stop m 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25

Drain hose with elbow m 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Installation plate ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Pumping height for drain pump m 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Other features See page 33 33 33 33 33

Power and water supply

Electrical connection

Voltage V 230~ 230~ 230~ 230~ 230~

Connected load kW 3.6 3.6 3.6 2.3 2.3

Fuse A 1610) 1610) 1610) 10 10

Water connection

Pressure hose G ¾" ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Can be connected to  Cold/hot water (option) ▯/— ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin CH

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG Ltd

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

Household dishwashers

Explanations
▯ Fitted or yes
— Not fitted or no
1)  Values calculated based on 

the valid EN 50242 norm 
during the normal/standard 
programme. 
Annual consumption based 
on 280 standard wash cycles 
with cold-water connection, 
standby consumption 
included.

2)  Measured based on the 
valid IEC 60704-2-3 norm 
during the normal/standard 
programme.

 3)  Niche dimensions for 
built-in appliances. Further 
dimensions can be found in 
the brochures.

4)   Details of switchover options 
may be found in the bro-
chures.

Note: Table information as at 
01/2015. Subject to further 
developments.
For showroom appliances, the 
energy labels provide informa-
tion on the current data.

Company or brand name V-ZUG Ltd

Type or sales code Adora 60 SL Adora 60 S Adora 60 N

Model name/code GS 60 SLWP-di/Vi GS 60 SL-di B/Vi B GS 60 SL-di/Vi GS 60 Si/di/Vi GS 60 Ni/di/Vi

Illustration Page 99/101 99/101 99/101 100/102/103 100/102/103

Consumption data for standard programme Eco programme Eco programme Eco programme Eco programme Eco programme

Energy efficiency class1) A+++ (best) to D (worst) A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++ A+

Annual energy consumption kWh 137 204 196 204 280

Energy consumption per wash cycle1) kWh 0.49 0.73 0.70 0.73 0.99

Standby consumption on/off status W 0 0 0 0 0.3

Annual water consumption1) l 2445 1876 1820 2576 2576

Water consumption per wash cycle1) l 8.7 6.7 6.5 9.2 9.2

Performance characteristics for standard programme 

Drying effect class1) A (best) to G (worst) A A A A A

Duration1) min. 160 150 140 140 150

Automatic switch-off time min. 0 0 0 0 0

Capacity Place settings 13 14 13 13 13

Noise during normal/standard programme2)

If built-in dB(A) (re 1 pW) 46/44 42/40 42/40 44/44/43 44

Type of construction

Built-in appliance ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Free-standing machine with worktop — — — — —

Free-standing machine for under worktop — — — — —

Upper installation ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Can be decorated ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Integrable/fully integratable ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯

Dimensions3)

Height cm 87–91 76.5–96.9 76.5–96.9 76.5–96.9 76.5–96.9

Width cm 60 60 60 60 60

Depth including wall spacing cm 58 58 58 58 58

Depth with open door cm 116.5 116.5–123 116.5–123 116.5–123 116.5–123

Height, adjustable cm 4 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6

Empty weight  kg 62–67 46–55 46–55 46–55 46–55

Features

Number of wash programmes 10 10 10 9 5

Heat pump ▯

ergoPlus cutlery drawer ▯

LED interior lighting ▯ ▯ ▯

Automatic door opener ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Vario inserts/adjustable to various heights ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯

Plain text display ▯ ▯ ▯ — —

Limescale sensor/water hardness control ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/— —/—

Soil sensor ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —

SteamFinish ▯ ▯ ▯ — —

Automatic programme ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —

Fondue/Raclette programme ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —

Sprint programme ▯ ▯ ▯ — —

Daily Quick programme ▯ ▯ ▯ — —

Hygiene programme ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ —

Glass programme ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

All-in-one setting ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Active water stop ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯ ▯

Salt consumption per wash cycle/per place setting g 7/0.54 7/0.54 7/0.54 9/0.7 11/0.85

Electrical connection

Voltage/connected load/fuse V/kW/A 230 V/3.2/16 230 V/3.2/16 230 V/3.2/16 230 V/2.2/10 230 V/2.2/10

Water connection

Pressure hose G¾", length m 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Can be connected to Cold/hot water ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯ ▯/▯

Water pressure bar 1–10 1–10 1–10 1–10 1–10

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations ƒ Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin CH

Guarantee 2 years

Service by V-ZUG

Name and address of supplier V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland
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A
dora tum

ble dryers

Company or brand name
V-ZUG Ltd

Type of appliance
Condenser dryer with heat pump

Type or sales code
Adora TSL WP

Adora TS WP
Adora TL WP

Model name/code
12003

12002
12001

Rated capacity 
Max. kg

7
7

7

Consumption data 1)

Energy efficiency class 
A+++ (best) to D (worst)

A+++
A++

A++

Annual energy consumption 
kWh

152
184

200

Energy consumption for standard programme, full/part load 
kWh

1.24/0.73
1.50/0.88

1.64/0.95

Standby consumption in on/off status 
W

2.5/0
2.5/0

2.5/0

Performance characteristics

Average programme duration for standard programme 1) 
min.

102
96

106

Programme duration for standard programme, full/part load 1) 
min.

130/81
124/76

136/83

Automatic switch-off time 
min.

30
30

30

Condensation efficiency class 1) 
A (best) to G (worst) 

A
A

A

Average condensation efficiency for standard programme 1) 
%

95
95

94

Noise 2) 
dB(A) (re 1 pW)

65
65

65

Illustration 
See page

136
136

137

Type of construction

Free-standing machine with worktop
▯

▯
▯

Free-standing machine for under worktop
—

—
—

Under-worktop unit (without worktop)
—

—
—

Free-standing machine for washer-dryer tower
Yes

Yes
Yes

Appliance for wall mounting
—

—
—

Door stop 2)
l/r/w

l/r/w
l/r/w

Dimensions

Height 
cm

85
85

85

Width 
cm 

59.5
59.5

59.5

Depth (including wall spacing) 
cm

>60.5
>60.5

>60.5

Height for under worktop 
cm

—
—

—

Depth with open door 
cm

118
118

118

Height, adjustable 
cm

2
2

2

Empty weight 
 kg

60
60

60

Drying controlled

By selecting time
▯

▯
▯

Automatically by means of electronic moisture sensor
▯

▯
▯

Features

Heat-pump condensation system
▯

▯
▯

Panel
Acrylic glass

Film
Film

Control
Touch

Buttons
Buttons

Display
Plain text, 2 lines

Plain text, 2 lines
Digital, 4 characters

Languages for plain text display
14

14
—

Programmes
27

20
15

“Fabric types” automatic programme
▯

▯
▯

SilentPlus
▯

—
—

Eco
▯

—
—

Sprint
▯

—
—

ReversePlus
▯

▯
—

Delayed start 
up to hrs

24
24

24

Timed drying 
min.

10–120
10–120

10–150

Programme duration for cottons (cupboard-dry), 
with spinning efficiency A (44% residual moisture) spun at around 1600 rpm  

min./kWh
99/0.85

93/1.09
99/1.16

Standby energy save mode 
0 W

▯
▯

▯

Panorama loading opening  
Ø cm/cm²

42/1376
42/1376

42/1376

Automatic door opener
▯

▯
▯

Drain hose 
m

2
2

2

Pumping height for drain pump 
m

1.2
1.2

1.2

Connection cable 
m

1.9
1.9

1.9

Installation plate
▯

▯
▯

Noise emissions 
dB(A)

65
65

65

Other features 
See page

46
46

47

Power and water supply

Electrical connection

Voltage 
V

230~
230~

230~

Connected load 
kW

1.3
1.3

1.3

Fuse 
A

10
10

10

Safety and service

In line with Swiss safety regulations
ƒ

 Tested by Electrosuisse

Country of origin
CH

Guarantee
2 years

Service by
V-ZUG Ltd

Name and address of supplier
V-ZUG Ltd, Industriestrasse 66, 6301 Zug, Switzerland

E xplanations
▯

 Fitted or yes
—  Not fitted or no
1)  Values calculated based on the valid EN 61121 norm. 

A nnual energy consumption based on 160 drying cycles 
f or the standard cottons programme with full and part 
l oads, standby consumption included. Before drying, 
the washing was spun at approximately 1000 rpm 
( residual moisture: 60%).

2)  Values calculated based on the valid EN 60704-2-6 
norm for standard cottons programme with full load.

3)   Door stop: l = left, r = right, w = switchable.  
F or example: l/w is as delivered, with door stop on left 
b ut switchable.

4)  The dimensions quoted are the minimum dimensions 
for the space under the worktop. Further dimensions 
c an be found in the brochures.

5)  Set the level of dryness as per the instructions for use 
depending on the type of washing.

6)  Automatic compliance with dryness level.
7)  Details of switchover options may be found in the 

brochures.

Note: Table information as at 01/2015.  
Subject to further developments. For showroom appliances, 
the energy label provides information on the current data. 
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